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Summary
Callen, R. A., & Tedford, R. H. (1976).—New late Cainozoic rock units and depositions!

environments. Lake Frorne area. South Australia. Trans. R. Svc. S. Aust, 100(3). 125-167,

31 August 1976.

Five new rock units are defined for the Lake Frome area of South Australia.

The Namba Formation of Miocene age constitutes fine grained immature muddy sediments

(aid down in a low-energy fluviatile and lacustrine environment, possibly partly estuarine or
Ugoonal. Climate was subtropical or warm temperate with high rainfall, but seasonal aridity.

Aphanitic oolitic lacustrine dolomite and palygorskite are included in this sequence. The
Minders Ranges had very low relief. The overlying and intertonguing Willawortina Forma-
tion represents alluvial fan deposits with minor lacustrine phases, recording the beginning of

the late Cainozoic uplift of the Flinders Ranges, during which the Miocene lake was greatly

reduced in area.

The Millyera Formation, constituting laminated ostraeode bearing clay, fine sand, and
charophyte limestone, records lacustrine deposition during the Pleistocene, This took place in

an enlarged ancestral Lake Frome. The essentially fluviatile and aeolian deposits of the

Eurinilla Formation and Coonarbine Formation were deposited during the late Pleistocene

and early Recent. Arid and pluvial climates alternate in the Late Tertiary and Quaternary.
Drainage trends and (he predecessor of Lake Frome were established, closely approximating
present day geography. During deposition of the Coonarbine Formation the seif dunes of the

southern Strzclccki Desert formed.

Introduction ment of this divide is clearly described by
Mapping on the FROME (CaUeo 1975), Wopfner (1974, p. 6). Thus the Lake Eyre

and CURNAMONA 1:250 000 geological and Lake Frome areas formed two distinct

sheets has resulted in differentiation of several deposition^ basins during late Tertiary times;

Tertiary and Quaternary rock units which can different sets of formal names are used for

be traced throughout the Lake Frome area rock units in each. Tn late Tertiary and
(the region south of Lake Callabonna. between Quaternary times the Flinders Ranges achieved

Ute Flinders, Barrier and Olary Ranges). The their present dimensions, completely separating

Eyre Formation has been deiined previously the two basins by a range of mountains.

(Wopfner et a!. 1974). It lies immediately This paper describes five rock units requiring

beneath lhe units described here for the Lake formalization under the Australian Code of

Frome area and can be recognised over a Stratigraphic Nomenclature [1973), com-
much wider region. The other units are at meriting on the pnleo-environmental inferences

present restricted to the Lake Frome region, to be drawn from them. The nomenclature
though correlation with units elsewhere, supersedes that shown on the FROME geo-

especially in the Lake Eyre Basin, is generally logical map, relationships between units now-

possible on a firm basis. being on firmer basis. The paper is divided

There was a low divide between the deposi- into two parts, dealing with essentially Tertiary

clonal areas of Lakes Frome and Eyre, sug- and Quaternary units respectively. New geo-

gested by the distribution of arenaceous graphic names have been formalized with the

material in the Miocene rocks. The develop- Geographic Names Board of South Australia
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(pers. comm. J 973) and are designated with a

superscript whetever they first appear, thus.

Lake Narnba*. Geologic names have been
cleared with the Central Registry I Canberra.

1973). The paper derived from a report by
Callen (1974)* and an M.Sc. thesis (Cation,

1976)2. Additional stxatigraphic data may be

found in this thesis.

Previous work includes the early geological

surveys of SeKvyn f1S60), Btov/n 11884) and

later of Jack (1930) and Kenny (1934>. More
recently Ker (1966). Krinslcy el al (1968)

and Draper & Jensen (1975. in prep.) have

reported on hydrology and geology. The mar-

gins of the basin have been the subject of

regional mapping programmes by the South

Australian and New South Wales geological

survey*,, on 1:250 000 scale. Relevant to this

report are Lecson (1967)*\ Firman (19711**

and Coats (1973)- A detailed basin studv of

the older unit NAMBA FORMATION is in

progress and will be reported at a later date.

A preliminary account of the stratigraphy is

presented in Callen (1976), which gives the

structural and tectoaic setting.

The terms used to describe the sedimentary

rocks are those of Folk er ai (1970), unlc-s-s

indicated otherwise. Colours are given sym-
bolically in terms of Munscll Colour Code
(Geological Society of America 1951 ). A
relative scale was used Tor designating the

thickness of cross-bedding, a* follows: very

small <i cm. small 1—5 cm. medium 5-50 cm,
faree 0.5-2 m, very large ^2 m. In the

designation of contact features, core width

places n limit on the interpretation, as it docs

on maximum grain size: cobbles und boulders

are interpreted from the proportion and shape

of fragments ground down and broken by the

drilling operation, and nature of pctrophysical

log response

The older units tPt I ) were described mainly

from bores, the younger (Ft II) from outcrop

Knowledge of the younger units was derived

trom detailed investigation of over 1 00
trenched outcrop sections Where possible

units were traced between sections. Fossil soils

were an aid to stratieraphic interpretation.

The local ion of the sections is shown in

Fig. I, Tabic** J and 3 bummnriiing rock unit

propettics, palaeontology and gcomorphology.
Symbols arc in Fig. 2.

The subsurface sections were studied from
cores derived from bores drilled by the South
Australian Department of Mines and private

companies. Some percussion and rotary cutting

were used to assist correlations, hut those

utilized for type sections were cored continu-

ously, and are available for in.spection at the

South Australian Department of Mines Core
Laboratory. Petroph)sical logs were run in all

cases. The lithological descriptions were sup-

plemented by binocular microscope examina-
tion, and clay (x-ray diffraction) and grain

>izc ( sieve and pipette ) analyses were per-

formed by l>rs R . N . Brown and B, G
Stevenson respectively of the Australian

Mineral Development Laboratories,

The text is regarded as a supplement to the

diagrams and tables, descriptions in Tables 1

and i should be read first. Complete descrip-

tions of each section are given in the appen-
dices, wherein the sequences are described as

they occur on the earth's surface—i.e.

youngest at top, oldest at base. Depths to the

top of each unit or bed from the bore collar

are given, and the thickness is placed at the

star! of its description, fn each unit, descrip-

tion of the dominant lithology is capitalized,

followed by qualifying descriptors referring to

each lithology in the s^mc order.

Division into units in the reference sections

i> intended as an aid ro identification of the

appropriate intervals in the descriptions (Sec-

tion 12, Fig. 3>. not a formal subdivision.

Core loss is indicated in the bore logs (Fig. .1

sections JO, II & 12).

Ft I—Older Caino-zoic Uock Units

A general definition of each unit giving

sjtjenl features, age and gcomorphic selling is

presented in Tahle 1, representative sections

in Fig. 3. Appendix J gives detailed descrip-

tions of individual units

t Calten, R. A, (197-*).—New Rock Units and Climate of the Camozoic, Lafce Frome area. South Aus-
tralia. 5. Aust. Pept, Mine*: Kept. 74/75 unpub.

-Callen, K. A- ( 1 976 > .—Stratigraphy, sedimentology and uranium deposits of Ternary rocks, Lake
bromc area, south Australia. M.Sc. diesis, University of Adelaide (unpublished).

* Lecson, B f 1967) —Geology of Butcanoana 1 :63 360 map area. S. Aust, Dvpt Muha ffcph RB 64/9:
unpub.

1 Firman, J. B. (1971).—Regional smitigranhy of surficial deposits in the Great Artesian Basin and
Frome Embayment in South Australia. S. Aust. Dcpt Mines Kept. RB 71/16 unpub.
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Fig, 1. Locality map. Lake Frome area—location of type sections. Numbered sections shown in Figs 3,
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L1THOLOGY
NAXMA FORMATION (Derivation, Lake
Namba\ CURNAMONA map sheet. "Namba"
is the Jadliaura abonginl tribal word for bone-

fish).

The type section is Yalkalpo No, 1 bore

(section 12, Fig. 3) drilled by the South
Australian Department of Mines. Though not

typical io some respects, this is the only section

demonstrating the relationship to the Eyre

Formation (Appendix 1). The sequence is of

reduced thickness (56.60 m) compared with

that of the reference section in Wooltana No
i bore (170.0y m, Section 11, and Appendix
I, excluding unit 4 which is 68. 2n rn thick).

Section 1 1 also contains a microflora important
in the age determination of the unit. The most
extensive outcrop?, are on the west shore of

Lake Tarkarooloo* (Fig. 14)> where 26 rn

are exposed, and at the south and north ends

of Laie Namba (eg Section 8, Fig. 15).

These are unsuitable for designation as type

sections, as only Ihe uppermost heds arc

represented

The type section consists of a series of
cyclic sand* clay sequences in the lower part

totalling 32 m nf interhedded yellowish silt

and dark grey or olive clay. This is overlain

by 24.8 rn of burrowed yellowish silt and
intraformationally brecciated light olive clay.

The cyclic sequences constitute the following*

from the base of each set upwards:

fa) Fine to medium-grained sand with small

to medium scale cross stratification,

(bl laminated stll to very fine sand with very

small scale cross-lamination,

(et A gpfte of dolomite or calcitc patches or
a bed of dolomite,

fd) A relatively thick dark grey clay with

irregular shiny-surfaced fractures (skew
planes of Brewer 1964) and scattered

patches and wisps of fine to coarse <ands,

in which grains are polished

In this sequence (al and (b) may alternate,

or either (a) or (b) may be absent. Unit 5 of
the type section represents a relatively com-
plete cycle;

1,70 m Alternating CLAY and SILT to SAND.
Sand very fine grained moderately sorted,

percentage lucreasini: upwards. Grains
very angular, with crystal faces developed
on quarts, Becomes calcareous al top.

Bedding lenticular, with sedimentary
breccia! ion and possible burrowing
activity. Obscure horizontal lamination at
lap. 7ffo carbonate grains, rare mtcn,
Colour SY6/I mottled I0YR6'6.

0.75 m SANDY CLAY- Vertically streaked trail

sition zone from sand to clay. Fine sand
form* sli'eaks and patches in clay. Very
poorly sorted medium silt, with modes in

clay and very fine sand sizes.

4.10m CLAY, black (5Y1/1) and tough, with
characteristic irregular shiny-surfaced
fraetuies, and streaks of white carbonate.
Mottled with orange brown colours which
suggest an irregular microsiructure. Many
brown patches have well defined straight

boundaries, producing angular blocks
with dendritic or patchy internal struc-

ture. Unoxidizcct clay in these blocks is

greenish grey. Seaiieied patches of sill

and very fine sand are present. Upper
contact sharp, bul disturbed, with partial

mixing into overlying sand,

The burrowed siJt is very finely laminated,

but this is often disrupted by burrowing. Very
fine sand sized material is the coarsest grain

sue encountered. Colours are maiuly yellowish

grey to yellowish-white tor silt or light olive

lor clays, having a greasy lustre. Fractures do
not leach the degree of development of com-
parable structures in the black clays of the

lower part of the sequence.

The burrow structures are a few millimetres

m diameter, containing convex-down lamellae
usually less than 0,5 mm thick. Tbey arc

irregular and often branch, tending to be con-
centrated in certain horizons. Many of the

homogenized days have a churned .structure

suggestive uf bioturbation.

The top of unit 9 marks the last nppearance

of the tough black clays characteristic of the

lower part of the formation (Fig. 4). Fre-

quently alunite (KA1 3 (S0 4 ) a(GH ),. > is

developed as lustrous white particles or patches

within the clay at the top of this unit. Above
unit 9. silts dominate over clay, and burrow*
(Fig. 9) are more common.

The outcrop at Lake Tarkarooloo (section

13, Fig. 14) is situated on the western cliff

face, immediately north of ihc track-crossing,

on the route from "Frome Downs" to Black

Oak Bore. The lower pari of the section is ;i

few tens of metres south of this track. The
two parts were correlated using continuously

traced bedding planes, and levelled with an
Abney hand level. The strata arc essentially

horizontal, as arc those in the type section.

Nolable features of this outcrop are th*

intcrbedded gypsum nodules in the upper part

Of 1he seciion, the presence of ostracode-

bearing oolitic dolomite associated with paly-

gorskite, burrowed fine sand beneath the upper
clay-dolomite sequence, the finely laminated
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calcareous silt near the base of the sequence, with the clay mineralogy. Section 13 shows the

and the sharp contact with the upper tough typical dolomite—palygorskite association, and
black clay. These features, particularly Ibc trend towards illite domination in member two.
last mentioned, arc useful in correction. Jn Typical of the Nomba Formation outcrop
Keciion 12, the petrophysical logs indicate the are the brown ehert nodules which cover the
interval between units 12 and 13, which lacks breakaway slopes, and black manganese oxide
core, is probably silcrete, calcrete or dolomite, coating on the grains in sand beds. Micro-
Tbe absence of palygorsktte beneath it suggests scopicafly, the chert nodules have structures

it may not be dntomite (this ctay mineral is indicative of shrinkage and formation from
invariably associated with dolomite elsewhere accretionaTy silica gel. The black stain is man-
in the basin I. A tunic shell fragment in unit gane.se, Both these secondary effects are local -

It) supports a lilbological correlation with ized. occurring in sands cropping out in the
section 8, if the black clay and ?do1nmite are banks of stream valleys eroded in the Namha
also correlated, but this is not in agreement Formation, prior to the deposition of the

Figs 4-y. Older units. Examples of Namba Formation (nhology. Scales m mm and cm. Core sections.
Arrows point to top of section.

Fie. 4 Section 12, Yalkalpo \ bore, 125.00 m Core. Dart, grey ctay with streaks of carbonate,
daiVer and lighter clay, and *and. some filling burrows or root holes. Vertical disposition of
patches well-displaycd. Represents swamp deposition or a lake deposit which has been subject
to subaenal exposure. Centripetal orientation or streaks is result of expansion of clay as it

enters the cure barrel.

Fig. 5. Section II. Woollami 1 bore, 218.68 m. Section through core, showing upper contact of
laminated dolomite bed. Shrinkage and crocking of the dolomite has occurred, allowing pene-
tration of the. semf-flfaW overlying clayey lime (CI. Represents chemical sedimentation in a
lacustrine or marginal marine environment Boundaries of carbonate fragments and laminae
emphasized by inking

Fiji. 6. Section 1 1. Wooltanu 1 bore, 58.72 m. Core. Calcareous claystone with numerous burrows in-
filled with grccn-grcy clay. Irregular shrinkage crack (C) has been infilled with semi-liquid
clay which carries carbonate particles. The clay-filled crack is iue)f burrowed, indicating
genesis soon after deposition Represents combined chemical and dettital deposition in a mar-
ginal marine lagoon or lacustrine environment with burrowing organisms.

Ftg. 7. Section U, Wooltana 1 bore, 122-00 m. Core. Fine lamination with typical alternation of silt

and sand. Very fine scale trough cross-lamination. Quiet water deposition (migrating ripples)
in a tidal, lacustrine or floodplain environment.

Fig 8, Wertaloona 1 bote, 152.00 m. Aialdite peel of sectioned core. Typical example of small scale
cross-lamination in medium grained sand, partly disrupted by biiftowing In upper part. Clayey
laminae alternate at base, Relief coincides with porosity, though affected by varvmg tfnekness
of core across section. Cross bedding formed by ripple migration, in an offshore bar nr
elianncl.

Fig. i>. Section 12, Yalfcalpo 1 bore. 22.61 m. Core. Top of bedding plane. Shows burrows along bed
ding plane, who concave internal lamination il ). Represents quiet water deposition with bur
rOWUt£ Organisms.

Figs 10-13 Outcrop of Namba Formation and WTIJawortina Formation, core of Willawortinn FoTrru-
lion,

Fig. 10 Vertebrate fossil float from the Namba Formation of L.Yanda on turindla Creek. Vertebra or
far left (D) is riverine dolphin* on its right (L) are lungnsh teeth and two fish spines (Ft
In centre lT,C) arc mainly crocodile scutes and lurtlt plates. A fragment of bird bone (B) is

on upper right corner. From base of upper unit of Namha Formation. Scale 30 cm.
Fig. II. South end of Lake Namba. Typical outcrop of Namba Formation. Gypsum nodule capping

<(j) overlies thin nodular dolomite (white: LS), Orcyish olive silty clay (grey) occupies most
of section. Grassed white bench at base of slope is very fine grained laminated sand (S), 30
cm scale rests on upper contact in trench. Outcrop surface is covered by gypsum nodules and
weathered clay. Sand represents channel or Jtoodplain deposition, clay and dolomite probably
Jacusutne.

Fitf. 12. Bateanoona Ck, WiUaworrina Formation. Calcified medium cronsbedded sand lens in cal-
careens reddish brown very poorly aorted clay-sill. Note thin bedding in *jlt. Sand lens repre-
sents deposition from higher powered streams, tine sediments are floodplain deposits. Scale 30
cm.

Fig. 13. Section 10, WC2 bore, 68.75 m, lection of core. Willawcwtina Formation shows large pebble*,
granules, very coarse silty and clayey sand Extremely poor sorting. Represents deposition in

an alluvial fan environment
, Scale in mm.
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Millyera Formation and Eurinitla Formation

(new names see Pt. II).

Wooltana No. 1 bore (Fig. 3, Section 11

and Appendix 1), drilled by the Australian

Department of Mines is an important supple-

mentary section, exhibiting a thicker sequence,

lithologically more typical of the Namba For-

mation than the type section. It also demon-
strates the intertonguing relationship with the

Willawortina Formation (new name Pt. 1).

The base of the Namba Formation was not

penetrated, though cuttings from old Pootana

bore (Fig. 1, 50 km north-north-east of Wool-
tana No. 1 bore) indicate a total thickness of

190 m. This compares with 54.40 m in Yal-

kalpo No. 1 bore (Section 12). The sediments

have been divided into six informal units. The
lowest of these (unit 1 ) consists of 8.5 m of

laminated black and dark olive carbonaceous

clays with characteristic fauna and microflora

(discussed later). Laminae containing ostra-

codes of early Neogene aspect (including

cypridids—pers. comm. K. McKenzie 1973),

and fish spines are present. Protoconchs of a

small gastropod (Potamopyrgus s.l., see Lud-

brook 1972) r\ are scattered through the clay

and ?gastropod tracks and burrows of other

organisms are common on bedding planes.

These sediments are restricted to the Poontana

Sub Basin west of Lake Frome.

Unit 2 (40 m) is dominated by white, fre-

quently oolitic, dolomite beds (Fig. 5) con-

taining characteristic branching pores 0.5 mm
diameter, alternating with clay, and sometimes

interbedded with silt and fine sand. The car-

bonates have unusual transitional or irregular

upper boundries: in some beds spherical zones

delineated by colour variations develop, which

pass upwards into discrete carbonate lumps

within the matrix of overlying unit. These are

thought to be diagenetic features associated

with lithification possibly resulting from inter-

mittent exposure. Other beds (Fig. 5) show
shrinkage cracks, into which the overlying

clay penetrates. Particles of carbonate are

included and flow lines occur, indicating

liquefaction resulting from thixotropic trans-

formation. The lack of rounding of the clasts

derived from cracking, and gradation to un-

cracked material, suggests sinking of carbonate

plates into underlying liquid clay. The cracking

may be a syneresis phenomena, which occurred

during or shortly after deposition of the over-
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lying clay. Occasionally the clasts have been

rounded, and incorporated in the overlying

unit: current or wave action has been effective

in some cases. Other beds show wispy car-

bonate and clay intermixed at the contact,

interpreted as flame structures which have

transformed by thixotropic changes, to flow

as a semi-liquid. Bioturbation is frequently

associated with these structures, and is com-
mon throughout (Fig. 6).

Unit 3 (49.7 m) is very similar to the lower

part of the Type Section (section 12, units

1-9), exhibiting similar cyclic deposition, in

which cross-stratified sands (Fig. 8) grade up

into tough black clays with pockets of medium
sand, often with polished grains (see descrip-

tion of unit 4, section 12). The black clays

are identical to those in section 13, Fig. 14.

Analyses showed the black colour does not

5 Ludbrook, N. H. (1972). Age and environment of deposition of a sample from Yalkalpo No. 1 Bore,

Lake Frome area, South Australia. S. Aust. Dept. Mines Rept. RB 72/207 unpub.
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result from anomalous concentration of car-

bonaceous matter,, sulphides or manganese
Iron-rich montmorillonile or humic acid stain-

ing are alternative explanations A bed of

dolomite or limestone nodules is often present

at the contact between the sand and black clay.

Lamination (Fig. 7) is generally not as pro-

minent as in the equivalent strata in the type

section, and (he sand beds are often burrowed.

The cross-bedded sand sequence of unit 4
(49.2 ra total thickness) grades up into a
uniform olive clay with churned structure. The
sand bed is a prominent horizon west of Lake
F/ome, and is being prospected for sedi-

mentary uranium of the geochemical cell type.

The dark sandy clays with skew planes ^re
rather weakly developed in this unit.

The upper carbonate horizon, unit 5, is

23,7 m thick, has a much higher proportion of

clay than unit 2, and is intensely burrowed.

Sedimentary gypsum laminae are present.

The uppermost part of Ihc section (unit 6)
in which the Namba and Willawortina Forma-
tions intertongue is more conveniently des-

cribed when discussing relationships between
units.

The Namba Formation has been broadly

divided into two informal members (1 and 2)

of regional extent, on (he basis of the presence

or absence of the tough black sandy clays with

skew planes. The lower member (e.g. units

1-4. section H, Fig. 3) is characterized by
these clays, and cychcity is more prominent.

It was later found that this subdivision closely

coincided with the change from smectite to

itliie-kaolmite dominated clay mineral suites

I inset, Fig. 3), except in Yalkalpo 1 bore
(Fig. 3, section 12 1, f(j this bore it is uncertain

whether the dominance of smectite throughout
the sequence represents a local variation in

clay mineralology or whether the upper part

has been wrongly a-ssigned to member 2
(which may have been eroded) The
mineralogy in Yalkalpo 1 bore is remarkably
uniform, smectite a'most the only component.
The higher proportion of silt is also unusual.

An interesting, varied vertehrate fauna is

found in the upper part of member 1 and the

base cf member 2 of the Namba Formation
in various small saltpans southeast of Lake
Frome, in the vicinity of Eurinilla and Billeroo

Creeks. One of these localities is at Lake
Pinpa (Section 8. Fig. 15).

WILLAWORTINA LORMA TfON ( Deriva-
tion—Willawortina Creek, passing south of
"Wertaloona" on the Balcanoona High Plains.

in the Vicinity of the outcrop reference sec-

lion).

The type section for this unit ts Western
Nudear's sedimentary uranium test hole WC2
(Fig. J, section 10 and Appendix 1J cored
from 8 m to base. The hole was drilled on the

uplifted plains flanking the Flinders Ranges,

near Paralana, where a continuous sequence

of coarse poorly sorted sediments is encoun-
tered. A detailed division is not possible as a

result of moderate recovery and gradattonal

contacts. Three members are recognized, mem-
bers 1 and 2 (16.4 m and 17,0 m thick

respectively) have less mica and sand in the

matrix than the overlying beds, and arc less

oxidized. Member 2 has finer overall grain

size than member 3 but is comparatively

coarser than member one. Members 1 and 2

arc equivalent to unit 6 of section 11.

Although bedding planes are very indistinct,

transitions in grain size are often abrupt (Fig.

13). Secondary alteration with production of

red mottling is common throughout. Feldspars

are generally more abundant than in the

Namba Formation. Sandy beds have matrix*

supported framework with a high proportion

of framework compared with the Namba
Formation.

The Formation crops out along creeks in-

cised into the high level plains Hanking the

Flinders Ranges, along the southern shore of

Lake Frome, and along the Siccus-Pasmore

River. The section (Fig. 3 section I, Appendix

U in a low range of hills, 3.7 km on 22 *T,

north of Prism Hill and south of "Wertaloona"
(Air photo reference: S. Amt. Dept. Lands
Svy, 803, Balcanotvui Run 7, photo 0014), is

an important supplementary section, as it U
the only outcrop in which the contact with the

Namba Formation can be observed. The
sequence »s 140 m (hick and dips 30-50* cast,

in accord with the remainder of the Cainozoic
.scctinn The whole rests with angular uncon-
formity on Middle Cambrian rocks. Exposure
is moderate to poor, necessitating reconstruc

lion from several scattered outcrops, particu-

larly through the Namba Formation. This
sequence wa-s first mapped by Leeson (1967)5

who referred the conglomerate to the Telford

Gravel (Firman 1963, 1964, 1966b, 1967a,

1970) and the underlying clays to the Avon-
dale Clay (Firman )967al. Subsequently Callen

i in Coats 1973) remapped the area during

J970-1 for the COPLEY 1 :250 000% genlogical

map sheet, and Ihc sequence was assigned to

im undifferentiated Tertiary-Quaternary unit.
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Elsewhere on the eastern portion of COPLEY,
green clay, now known to belong to the same
sequence, was called Avondale- Clay,

In Section 1 (Fijj. 3) the base of the Willa-

wortina Formation is placed at the base of the

lowest conglomerate Beds below this unit

include poorly sorted sandy clays, hut with

interbedded micritic white dolomite, fine yel-

low-green sand, and pale grey and olive clay,

closely rcsew bli ng (he N arnba Formation.
Below these beds, resting with angular uncon-
formity on the gently folded Middle Cambrian
red beds, is coarse sand with polished pebbles

and ?fcrricrelc dusts resembling the Eyre
Formation.

Another section regarded as equivalent to

the Willawortina Formation, but of overall

finer grairmze, is exhibited by unit 6 of Woni-
tana No. I bore (Fig. 3, section II). It shows a

prominent alternation of sand and clay in fin-

ing upwards sequences* each separated by sharp
contacts. Sorting is uniformly very poor, and
mottled greep ftnd brown colours common.
Secondary carbonate nodules are prevent, and
also beds of lacustrine dolomite. Toward the

top of the section the fining upwards sequences
become poorly defined. The top is capped by a

thin dolomite bed, overlain by cobble con-
glomerate and sandy clay silt, representing the

Eurinilla Formation and "unnamed conglo-
merate'' < probably equivalent to the Miilyera

Forraation).

Upstream from section 2 along Balcanoona
Crock, excellent exposures (e.g. Fig. 12) of
the upper part of the sequence seen in section

1 1 arc displayed in cliffs. One of these exhibits

a hiatus—limestone and conglomerate in the

lower part have been faulted before deposition

of the overyling silts Subsurface (below soil)

karst structure o present.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
FORMATIONS

The nature of the contact between the

Namba and Fyrc Formations, and difficulties

associated with differentiation when both units

at* sandy, have been discussed by Wopfner
ft at (1974), The discunformable relationsbip

i.\ demonstrated palynologically by \V. K.
Harris (pcrs. comm. 1974, see section on
AGE, this paper).

The imertcnguing relationship between ihe

Willawortina and Namba Formations is illus-

trated by Fig. 3 f inset), a section across the
Pnralana High Plain, on which Wooltana 1

bore has been superimposed. A similar section

showing the same features can be drawn
across the Balcan oona H igh Plain through
WD. WT5 and WT* bores (Mines Admini-
stration Pty Ltd) and Wookana 1 bore. The
decrease in coarse elastics proceeding east

from the Flinders Ranges is demonstrated.
The lower boundary of the Willawortina For-
mation has been drawn at the base of the
characteristic mottled, immature, poorly sorted

sediments. Note the varying electric log re-
sponse to similar litbological differences be-
tween bores, which results from differing

drilling mud properties and sensitivity, and in

the case of WC2 bore, different instrumenta-
tion. Holes F22-20 and £20-13 however, are
not ofTected by these variables and arc directly

comparable.

In Wnottana I bore (section II Fig. 3)
intcrtonguiug with the Namba Formation is

exhibited by unit 6. The typical Namba For-
mation Jithology of sharply differentiated

relatively better sorted clay and sill beds
.erodes to the extremely to very poorly sorted
coarse grained Willawortina Formation. The
two units alternate to some extent. Essentially

there is a gradual upward increase in the
coarser grained fraction, I hough an isolated

pebbly bed appears low in the sequence- Clays
are tich in illitc (muscovitc) and feldspar rs

ahundant, compared with the bulk of the
Namba Formation where these minerals are
minor components and smectite the dominant
clay mineral.

Unit 6 of section 1 1 is therefore interpreted

as the equivalent, of the lower part of the

Willawortina Formation in section 10, a rela-

tionship suggested by the correlation lines

drawn in Fig. 2 of Callcn (1976). The criteria

chosen here to identify the base of ihe Willa-

wortina Formation are those readily mappable.
the base of the consistently coarse-grained
poorly sorted sediments Thus unit 6 as shown
on Fig, 3 is regarded as mainly Willawortina
Formation, though it contains tongues of lacus-

trine dolomite like those In the Namba Forma-
tion. The contact is readily recognizable from
petrophysieal logs (Callcn 1976 Fig. 2) and
can partly be explained by the degree of
secondary alteration (carbonate nodules, iron

oxide mottling) stratigraphically associated

with Ihe Willawortina Formation. Theve
secondary effects alternated with deposition,

and are an integral part of the unit.

Support for the fnlertanguing; relationship

between Namba and Wjllawoitina Formation
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is also derived from clay mineral analyses

(Callen I976) 2
- Results ore shown diagram-

matically on the inset of Fin. 3 demonstrating

the abrupt change from rocks dominated hy

smectite and randomly interstratified clay, to

illite (largely well crystallized muscnvtie),

randomly interstratified cJay Md kaoliuite.

This change corresponds to the position of the

ntunitc horizon within the Namba Formation,
and is widespread throughout the basin, having

been located 'n M bores and in outcrop. The
change was probably initialed by uplift of the

Flinders Ranees, probably with climatic varia-

tion from high to low rainfall as indicaied hy

clay mincrology and colour change (see later I.

It is therefore regarded as an approximate lime

marker, and is coincident with the boundary
between members 1 and 2 of the Namba
Formation, and with the base of the Willa-

wortina Formation in its type section. The
change corresponds with the base of the Willa-

wortina Formation identified in WC2 and
VVooliana 1 bore.

Alunite is recorded near the top of member
1 of the Namba Formation, forming a series

of nodular horizons associated with sharp
bedding planes. The nodules ramify through
the clay and resemble calcareous hardpans of

soils in their manner of development. The
horizons are widely developed in the Paralana

High Plains area, but are also found in the

eastern part of the basin in CI 5 bore. Here,
they arc overlain hy a relatively thicker

sequence of member 2 than in the high plains.

The horizons arc regarded as soils, associated

with a well developed hiatus or disconformity

formed during uplift of member I. This em-
pha<izes the time significance of the clay

mineral change recorded earlier.

Silcrete has been identified by one author
jR.A.C.) in the interval 72-94 m from cut-

tings of bore LB 12, drilled by Mines Adminis-
tration Ply Ltd, It is developed on clay, and
overlain by greenish-red mottled sandy cal-

careous clay resembling the \V1IUwori1n3

Formation. A number of closely spaced bores

bdwccfl "Murnpeowie" and Reedy Spring,
drilled by Pcchlney Exploration f Australia)

Ply Ltd (Mannoni k Barral 1972)6 suggests a

similar relationship. The silcrete varies from
the red and grey mottled chalcedonjc and
opaline 'puddingstonc" to the grey micro-
crystalline quartz "grey billy" type, according

to whether clay or sand is siltcified. This u
displayed by Maunoni & Barral in their cross-

section, and can be observed In outcrop. The
same silcrete horizon forms a cup lo the

dipping Eyre Formation at Reedy Spring*

fWopfner et ai 1974 Fig. 2). The sikretc is

thought to represent a soil horizon, and there-

fore marks a disconformity (Callen 1976

)

2
.

Thus, mere is evidence supporting a discon-

formity between the Namba Formation and
rocks resembling the Willawortina Formation
in this area. Although the silcrete has not been
identified in the high plains regions, it is

apparent that the Willawortina Formation, aa

defined, may contain some younger material.

The brown silcrete and ferruginous material

developed on sandy facies of the Namba For-
mation exposed at Lake Tarkarooluo, ami
around other saltpans east of Lake Frome,
are thought to be equivalent to I hat jy$t de-

scribed, Cementation certainly occurred prior

to deposition of Ihe Millyera Formation, as
indicated by abundant silcrete nodules and
ferruguiized Namba Formation clftjstfi in the

base of the channel facies in Lake Tarkaroofon

AGE
The flora of member 1 of section 11 (Fig.

3) indicates an early to middle Miocene age
lor the base of the Namba Formation (Bateau

fordian-Balcombian—pers. comm W. K.
Harris 1974) Harris stares the flora is simitar

to that of the Munno Para Clay of Lindsay &
Shepherd (1966), and Lindsay (1969, p. 38)

in the Adelaide Plains Sub-Basin. An assem-

blage of the same age was found in Mines
Administration Pty Ltd LCIA bore (for litho-

logical description see Wopfner et ai. 1974)

to the north, of section It. and also in Lake
Eyre 20 boic (Johns & Ludbrook 1963) In ihe

Etadunna Formation.

The age of the Willawortina Formation.

accepting a conformable relationship with the

Namba Formation, is therefore medial Mio-
cene or younger- Its upper age limit, as for

the Namba Formation, is deduced from rela-

tionship to the Millyera Formation, and
Eurinilla Formation (Pt II) indiealing a mini-

mum age in excess of 40 000 years B.P.. pos-

sibly pre-PUoceoc.

Mannoni, N. r ft Barral. J. M ( 1972-1—Murnpcowie Project S.fvfX. 373 [South Australia) drilling pro-
gram report R/72-21-U S, Aust, Devi. Mines envelope 1327. Unpub.
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REGIONAL CORRELATION
Relationships with other units used on adja-

cent South Australian Department of Mines

Geological Atlas Series map sheets (COPLEY,
PARACHILNA) and in other basins, an?

shown in Table 2.

Equivalence between the Etadunna and
Namba Formations 15 demonstrated by litho-

logical similarity, similar flora, and occurrence

of species of fossil marsupials previously

known only from the Etadunna Formation,

Both contain the unusual dolomite-pa I ygorskite

mineral assemblage.

A sequence peneirated during drilling opera-

tion? by Carpentaria ExpLoration Pty Ltd

immediately west of the Ediacara Fault (Binks

1972) is very similar to that encountered in

WooJtana No. 1 bore (section II, Fig. 3} in

the Lake Frome area. The section in Binks'

Fig. 3 has been interpreted by one of us

JR.A.C.) thus: 0.0 to 94.8 m TWilkwortina
Formation equivalent 94.S to 121.0 m—un-

named beds, 121.0 to 233.2 ro—Etadunna
Formation equivalent, 233,2 to 298,7 m—Eyre

Formation. The sequence* in the intefmontanc:

Walloway and Willochra Basins (Howchin
I9D9, 1913; O'Driscoll 1956) are more diffi-

cult to compare lithologically, but palynology

(Hams 1970)7 from 30 m in Willochra No. 2
bore suggest* most of the sequence is equiva-

lent to the Eyre Formation.

On the northwestern side of the Flinders

Ranges Is the Avondaie Clay (Firman 1967a)

of similar lilhology and mineralogy to the

green clays of the Namba Formation and
Willawortina Formation, particularly where

they intertongue (unit 6, section 11, Fig. 3),

The type section is affected by secondary iron

oxide mottling, and the "clay*' i& actually a

clayey fine sand, with angular shiny grains,

The relationship between Avondaie Clay and
Etadunna Formation is unknown at the type

area, the base is not exposed, and the unit

is unconform3bly overlain by the Telford

Gravel and "Conglomerate at Lyndbursf
(Firman 1969), The "Conglomerate at Lynd-
hurst" resembles conglomerates in the Willa-

wortina Formation (Fig. 12 this paper).

Kaolinire is the dominant clay in the Avondaie
Clny type section, and is abundant in the uppei

part of the Namba Formation, and the Willa-

wortina Formation.

A section of Yetila Creek in the Mootoo-

watana area of the northern Flinders Ranges

was described and figured hy Firman (1971,

Fig. 12) * as Avondaie Clay Upstream from
thi< site, a lower part of the section is exposed,

connected by continuous outcrop This exhibits

mieritic carbonate nodules, underlain by silty

olive grey clays similar to the upper part of

the section. The clay is capped by a well-

developed hard white fine grained carbonate

soil horizon, comparable to that developed on
the Willawortina Formation at Balcanonna
Creek. It is overlain by the EurinilJa Forma-
tion. The lithology is identical to the transition

bed* between the Namba and Willawortina

Formation** (section 11, unit 4).

The Avondaie Clay is regarded by Firman

as much younger than the Etadunna Forma-
tion, hence younger than the Namba Forma-
tion However, The comments above suggest

it could either be part of the Etadunna Forma-

tion, equivalent to the lower part of the

Willawortina Formation or upper Namba
Formation.

The lower part of the Telford Gravel (Fir-

man 1 967a ) may be equivalent to at least part

of the Willawortina Formation.

ENVIRONMENT
Consideration as to whether the Namba

Formation sediments are marine, marginal, or

non-marine was a prime objective. The most

conclusive indicators of marine influence are

marine fossils and glauoonite, hence samples

were investigated for foraminifera, and any

green pellets or clays were studied by x-ray

diffraction. A variety of Jitbological types from

subsurface and outcrop were examined by

J. M. Lindsay who found no foraminifera,

Non-marine gastropods an<1 pelecypods (pers.

comm N. H. Ludbrook 1973-4) are present,

as are non-marine usiracodes <pers. comm. K.

MeKcnzie) and the fresh water algae Petiia-

strunh (pers, Comm. W. K. Harris) and
charophytes. All green clays proved to be

juontmorillonite. and green pellets round In

the eastern areas were dolomite, associated

with non-marine pelecypods.

Other evidence for non-marine origin is

derived from the terrestriaL vertebrate remains

(e.g. Fig. 10). Several, skeletons were found

in a partly articulated state. Delicate bones are

"'Harris W. K. 1.1970).—Palynology 01 Lower Tertiary sediment^ South Australia. M.Sc. thesis. Uni-

versity of Adelaide (unpublished).
* Firman. J. B. (1971).—Regional stratigraphy of surficial deposits In the Great Artesian Basin and

Frame Ernbaymeiu in South Australia. S. Aast. Dept. Mines Rept t RB 71/16.
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well-preserved, and abrasion due to transporta-

tion in currents virtually absent. The sediment*

in which ihey occur are fine sand> clay> and
dolomitie clay. A aearshore marine environ-

ment there/ore seems untenable, though a

lagoonal or upper estuarine environment is

possible A non-marine environment is pre-

ferred, though presence of Cetacean remains
(a platantstid dolphin) indicates a link to the

sea at some stage.

More .specifically v environments are (i)

Micritic dolonutic carbonates with irregular

ootiths, suggesting low energy shallow lake or
shoreline conditions. < ii ) Black . laminated

fossil iferou? clay of Wooltana No, I, unit l
(

suggesting a weJl developed lake: the fine

laminae resemble varves, but have been dis-

rupted by dtagenesis and bioturbation. (iii)

Sedimentary structure types, abundance of

fines, and very poor to poor sorting support a

low energy environment for the whole unit.

This may explain the apparent lack of well-

developed beach sands, which would be poorly

developed and poorly sorted along a low
energy shoreline.

The environments represented by the cyclic

sequence described earlier are in ascending

order: (a) channels: small to medium scale

cross-bedded tine to medium sand (Fig. 8),

<b) flood plain, esluarirte Or lacustrine: finely

laminated silt, often burrowed and with very

small to small scale cross-bedding (Fig. 7),

and olrvc clay, (c) lacustrine: patchy car-

bonate, oolitic dolomite (Fig. 5> and clay

(Fig. 6). (d) swamp or mud flat with occa-

sional channels: hard, black, mottled days
with irregular fractures and sand patches

(Fig. 4), interpreted as verttsoU The cyclic

sequences are of 1-20 m thtckness. averaging

9 m, well-developed in most parts of the basin,

except the northwest where uniform clay sec-

lions dominate The cyclicity suggests a deposi-

ttonal process resulting in a particular sequence
of facte*, bitf with inherent instability. Some
examples applicable to Ihe Namba Formation
are (11 a delta building into a shallow lake or

estuary (necessarily shallow because the cyclic

sequences are thin), (2) repetitive transgres-

sion and regression of a shallow lake shore

In response to fluctuations tn water level <3)

repetitive avulsion of a meandering stream,

(4) bars associated with development and
abardnoment of portions of nver channel.

The abundant bioturbation. and its occur-

rence in mcdnim-scalc cross-bedded coarse

channel sands, and basal pari* ut laminated

•silt beds, is inconsistent with river channel
origin of these facies. These sands more likely

represent offshore lacustrine bars, tasssq of
the coarser sand facies at the base of, or with-

in, the tough dark grey clay*, are also difficult

to explain in terms of a river and flood plain

relationship: channels cutting across a tidal or

deltaic mud-flat are more acceptable. Subse-
quent intensive bioturbation or rheotropic flow

has partly destroyed bedding, distributing the

sand in irregular patches. In the esruarinc

case, the absence of any evidence for a marine
influence, particularly in the mtcrofauna,

indicates deposition in the uppermost reaches

of the estuary. In sequences where coarser

channel Hands are interbedded with non-hur-

rowed laminated sills, the rive.r-channcl and
flood-plain relationship is stitt applicable.

Fluviatilc deposits are abundant, and fossib

(e.g. Fig. 10) of aquatic vertebrates (Dipnoi,

Teleostet, Cbelonia. Cctacea) suggests a per-

manent water supply, and fossil plants (Nosho-

fagus and Podocurpus) indicate high rainfall.

The distribution of lenses of channel sands

within an essentially clayey sequence is typical

of meandering rivers. Although only 4Z current

directions were measured (mostly iu the Lake
Tarkarooloo area) results suggest a southerly

component of transport direction for the upper
part of the Namba Formation, in marked con-

trast with the north-easterly direction of over-

lying units.

Dense vegetation is suggested by the paly-

nology of the basal unit 1 : the modern des-

cendants of the species represented typify

rainforests. Abundant grass pollen arc evidence

that grassJand occupied extensive areas. Thm
rainforest was not continuous in the early

lacustrine phase of deposition. The relative

ahuudancc of arboreal marsupials in the upper
part of the Namba Formation indicates Ihe

presence of gallery forests along the water-

courses.

Apparently at variance is the smectite

—

dolomite—palygorskite association, frequently

recorded from arid soib. playa lakes and warm
hypursaline waters (e.g_ McLean et or. 1972,

Bentor et at, 1963, Mccster 1971. Singer et at,

1972) . At present dolomites and high-Mg
colcite are forming in hot arid or scrni-arid

hypersaline lagoons (e.g. Von dcr Boreh 1965,

Von dcr Borch et al J 975, Friedman et at,

19731 though some magnesium-rich sediments

are found in latitudes as high as 4S°N (Muller
et rf. 1972).
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MiJIot (l%4) indicates the montmorillonite

—paIygon>kite—sepiolUc association is the

result at offshore lacuslrine or marine chemical
deposition This took place adjacent to a lateri-

ttzed land mass of low relief and dense vege-

talional cover, in a subtropical or tropical

climate, Scptolite is absent in the Lake Frome
area, but this may be an affect of degree rather

than basic difference The hypothesis as applied

to the Namba Formation overcomes the diffi-

culty of evoking evaporative conditions in a

high rainfall climate.

Millet's hypothesis has been applied in a

similar manner to the Cinnozoic rocks of the

Jordon Valley (Wiersma 1970) These sedi-

ments contain a remarkably similar sequence

of clays to the Namba Formation. Particularly

relevant arc Wiersma's comments regarding

Ibe origin of palygorskite fp, 88). He con-

cluded that intensive weathering on the hinter-

land under warm humid conditions was
necessary for liberation of the elements essen-

tial to the genesis of puiyeorskite und i's

associated sediments, and that evaporation do

the sedimentation basin should be such annu-
ally as to provide the necessary concentration

of chemical elements. He deduced that

evaporation must prevail over precipitation

and fluvia(ile andVor marine supply of water
to the basin. In many places in the present

tropics evaporation can exceed annual pre-

cipitation, with resultant formation of evapor-

ites in favourable locations. Palygorskite was
of detrita! origin in the late Tertiary and

Quaternary of the Jordon Valley, having been

derived from Cretaceous and early Tertiary

rocks in which it originated by chemical sedi-

mentation. In the Lake Fromc area no pre-

existing rocks rich in palygorskite were present,

rather kaohnrte, smectite and illite are abun-

dant. Palygorskite can be formed in soils

{Singer & Norrish 1974? hut only in relatively

low proportion, thus it must have originated

within the dcpositionary basin during .sedi-

mentation.

It is notahle that Mfllur* tl9n4) ideas as

applied to deposition of Namba Formation
seoirnents require on equivalent Miocene
lateritization on adjacent land masse*. In this

context Wopfner's (1974) conclusions regard-

ing an Oli eocene-Miocene "fenalitizatioji" are

of interest. Although the evidence he gives for

age of the Doonbara Formation is inconclu-

sive, some additional observation are made
here. Firstly clasts identified with the Doonbara
Foimation (by R.H.T.) are found in the Wipa-
jiri Formation (Stirton et ai. 1967) of Miocene
age. Secondly the feminization in Lake Eyre
Bore 20. doubtfully equivalent to the Doonbara
Formation., is recorded by Callcn (Wopfnci
et <?/. 1974, Fig. 17) within the lower part of
the Miocene Etndunna Formation. Others have
also recorded an older Teitiary ferricretc (Fir-

man 1967b). Therefore latcriti/ajtion (or at

least, feiruginization) could have been pro-
ceeding in uplands adjacent to the basins in

which the Etadunna Formation and Namba
Formation sediments were being deposited.

The main carbonate horizons occur a few
metres above unit 1 of section 11. with its

rainforest flora, and above the vertebrate zone
with Us indications of seasonal climate with

abundant water supply. The presence of these

carbonates can be explained in terms of pro-

tracted arid phases superimposed on a sub-

tropical or warm temperate climate.

In addition the presence of dctrital feldspars

must be explained, particularly in view of the

.abundance of plagioclase and association wrth

smectite." The possibility of addition of vol-

canic material from eastern Australian must be

considered, the Miocene being a period of

maximum vulcanism (Sutherland et al. 1973).
However, the percentage of feldspar is not
large. Preliminary studies of feldspars in the

Namba and Willawortma Formations suggest

relative proportions of feldspar types and
compositions of plagioclases are similar to an
unmodified contribution from nearby Piecani-

brian crystalline basement rocks. On preseni

evidence there is apparently no change in rela-

tive abundance and type of feldspars in the

illitc-kaolinitc rich zone* of the Tertiary, Id

comparison with the smectite zones. Tins sug-

gests abundance is not tted to smectite occur-

rence, as would be expected if these minerals

originated from volcanic ash falls. The pre-

sence of feldspar presenls a problem consider-

ing the evidence for a humid climate. Possibly

seasonal aridity 3nd nearby source permitted
preservation. In addition Todd f 196R) has
shown pIagiocla.se is more stable than ortho*

clase under conditions of restricted leaching,

in a tropical dttnate, Thus smectite (mont-
morillonite) is unlikely to have originated

from volcanic ash falls.

!l The mineral group smectite, but R N. Brawn recognized dioct&hedral montmorillorutc tn several in-
stances.
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In the final analysis, the Namba Formation
wa$ ihoughl to be deposited in o warm lem-

perate to subtropical climate. The landscape

had a savannah aspect., with gallery forests

around permanent rivers and lakes. Periods of
aridity occurred-

High average temperature, invoked to ex-

plain the mineralogy of* the "Namha Formation,

is in accordance with marine paleotemperature
measurements in southern Australia (Gill

3968) and New Zealand (Devereux 1968,

Jenkins 19ftS) of 1K-22
CC for the Miocene.

Considered in the light of continental drift

dala. which suggest Australia was closer to

Antartica (though drifting rapidy northward:
WeHm3n tf ol 1969), and data which indicate

the cooling of Antarctica was underway
(Hayes er al. 1973). the temperature can be
explained m terms of greatly expanded sub-

tropical climatic rones during early and middle
Miocene times.

Deposition of the Namba Formation in the

central part of the Lake Frome area was fol-

lowed by widespread ferruginization and silici-

fication (opal, and quartz overgrowths) and
development of eryptocrysiallirie silica nodules,

particularly In the coarser Namba Formation
sands. These processes were the result of wide-

spread groundwater movements. Formation of
dutierusts and related phenomena had a Jncus

in river valleys cut into the Namba Formation,
prior lo deposition of the Millyera Formation.

No evidence for a major period of Oltgo-

cene to early Miocene "terralilizsdion"* sug-

gested by Wopfrer (1^74) was found in the

Lake Frome area, though there h abundant
evidence for late Miocene to Pliocene fcrfu-

gini2ation and or1ho<tuartzitc silcrctc Forma-
tion. This does not necessarily negate

Wopfncr's climatic evidence, since two periods

of ferruginization are prohnhlc (Firman I9n7h,

1971*; Jcasup & Norris 1971). The older

Tertiary ferruginization would presumably not

be manifested in the Lake Frome area, where
chemical and detntal deposition were pro-

ceeding

The coarse detritus in The Willawortina For-

mation has clasts derived from Cambrian and
Precambrian rocks. In the Flinders Ranges,

When considered in combination with poor

sortmg and abundant feldspar content, vigorous

uplift of the Ranges is indicated. This was
accompanied hy movement on the Poontana
Fault. A similar conclusion has been drawn by

Binks {1972) from evidence on the western

side of the Rangss, Ironstone and silcrctc peb-

bles from prc-Willawortina Formation (?pre-

Nnmba Formation) duricrust arc present.

However, (atcrttc clasts are not as abundant in

the overlying Willawortina Formation as one
would expect in a sequence supposedly derived

from erosion of a latcrized land mass. Pre-

sumably this is because the Flinders Ranges
were virtually non-exrstcnt at the time of

deposition of the Namba Formation, presenting

only a small area for laterization- Alternatively,

in keeping with the suggested warm-temperate

to sub-iropicttl climate, fcrmginization may
not have developed an extensive lalerile crust.

Dcpositioti in an alluvial fan environment is

suggested for ihe Willawortina Formation by
the presence of extremely poor sorting (Fig

13), numerous channels (Fig. 12) with

medium scale cross-bedding, and laminated
calcareous silts (Fig. 12) with red-mottling

and carbonate concretions typical of flood

plam depusits. Fining upwards sequences are

typified in section ll T suggesting bar deposi-

tion. The deposit* coarsen very rapidly close

to the Flindeis Ranges. The extremely poor

sorting, coarse grain-size and matrix-supported

texture in some beds may be the product of

mud-flows. The red mottling f'marmonzation 1

}

jnd carbonate soils arc similar to those des-

cribed by Freytet (1971) in association wilh

alluvial deposits, and typically form in the

inactive parts of fans (Blissenbach 1954, p.

185; Denny l
u67, p. 105). These features

resemble modern fan deposits

fn lyeeiions I and 10 there is a tendency for

overall coarsening upwards, suggesting increas-

ingly rapid uplift of the Flinders Ranges. The
uplift deluged the former lakes and swamp*
of Ihe Namba Formation with delritu*. re-

ducing their extent. Thin dolomite lenses in tbe

sequence (section 11, and Balcanoona Creek)
represent lacustrine or playa lake pha\cs simi-

lar to those of tbe Namba Formation, Peno-
logical investigation shows thc^c contain a

much higher proportion of sand (much of i*

unstable mmeral grains ) ifian the Namba
Formation carbonates.

During deposition of the Willawortina For-

mation, oxidizing conditions became prevalent,

through accumulation of the sedimentary

column above the water tabic. This contrasts

with the sub-wafer table reducing environment

of deposition of the Namba Formation. Abun-
dant potash feldspar and plagloclase Can be

attributed to rapid deposition and possibly

semi-arid climate. Presumably uplift of the
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Flinders Ranges would have had a strong effect

on local climate, but this cannot be assessed

at present.

Following deposition of the WillaWortioa

Formation, ferricret* ami calcrete formation

occurred, particularly in marginal areas.

The absence of surficial cementation of

coarse sediment m the type section of the

Willawortina Formation and nearby outcrop,

contrasts with the ubiquitous cementation in

southern areas (sections 1, 11, Fig. 3). An
explanation in terms of a carbonate rich source

area for groundwater or sediment, or abun-
dance of limestone clasts in southern areas,

docs not explain the widespread distribution

of surticial carbonate cementation in rocks of
various ages throughout the Flinders Ranges,

Indeed, many fans in semi-arid areas through-

out the world are similarly cemented. Enough
calcium is produced by weathering, or de-

posited from wind-born dust, to provide suffi-

cient carbonate material for cementation
anywhere. Therefore in (he case of the Willa-
wortina Formation adjacent to Mount Painter,

absence of carbonate is a local phenomenon,
the explanation of which is unknown.

Pt II—Younger Cainozotc Rock Units

Type and reference sections are shown in

Fig. 15, and described in detail in Appendix
2. Table 3 summarizes the hthological and
Other properties of the rock units dealt with in

the fact.

LITHOLOGY
MILLVERA FORMATION (Derivation;

Lake Millyera*, near the mouth of Billeroo

Crock.. Millycra is local aboriginal word for

water- Map reference: Siccux map sheet,

FROME).
The name is, proposed for a sequence of

joterbedded greenish ostracode-bearing clays.

«hin limestone of charophyte algal remains,

and fine sand. The sediments occur in Lake
Frome or in small lakes close to \\s margin
The name is also applied to a coarse cross-

bedded or conglomeratic sand, regarded as a

fhiviatile equivalent of the clays, where these

contain interbedded chaiophyte limestone*

The type section at Lake Millyera (Fig. 15.

section 4) is located 69 2 km on 320*T, north-

west of Low Stony Hill (map reference Tele-

chie) on the Siccus m3p sheet (Air Photo ref.

:

Dept. Lands Svy 361, Siccus Run I. Photo
4460)
The section consists of 4.3 m of laminated

green ostracodc heating clay with a thin bed

(40 cm) of laminated charophyte limestone

near the top, overlain by alternating clay and
fine sand. An abbreviated description is given

in Table 3.

The lype section was not 3ocated at the
thicker section 5. where there is imertnnguing
with red beds. This avoids confusion which
might arise should the red beds, which have
affinities with, certain fiuviatile equivalents

(e.g. the Eurinilla Formation-—see later) , be
formalized as a distinct unit.

The contact with the Namba Formation
was nol exposed, but can be observed in the

supplementary section located about 2 km
easL (Fig. 15, section 5, 68.7 km on 327 .5*T
northwest of Low Stony Hill—air photo refer-

ence S. Ana. Dept. of Lands Svy. 361, Siccus

Run I. Photo 4461).

In section 5. the Millyera Formation b
8.5 m thick, Cropping out below a thick ex-

posure of Eurinilla Formation. Here rhin

charophyte limestone in the Millyera Forma-
tion grades laterally into gypsum, often ripple

marked (Fig. 16), intercalated in an essentially

sandy sequence. Sometimes botryoidal struc-

tures are present on the surface of the gypsum
layer, similar to those found on the floor of
Lake Frome. Scattered very coarse polished

sand grains are present on top of the gypsum,
where it i* in contact with the overlying red

sand lens

The red sand lens consists of a thin bed of

bright red-hrnwn coarse sill with basal granule
layers impregnated with secondary gypsum,
closely resembling the Eurinilla Formation an

lithotogy. It grades by alternation to greenish

very fine sand wiih coarse sand, silt and clay

laminae I yellowish grey). The greenish sand
bed is fosstliferous. with numerous charophyte
oogenia and stein moulds, fish verebrate and
spines, and 'Coxiella\

The contact with the Namba Formation was
exposed by trenching. Orange and yellow sands

of the Millyera Formation contain reworked
and oxidized tough giey sandy clay clasts from
the underlying Namba Formation. The Namba
Formation is more indurated and darker
coloured .

The top of the sequence is marked by &
strongly developed soil, also observed else-

where affecting the Namba Formation. The
soil has a crumbly texture, with peds of

jrregular shape about 0,5-2 cm across. A well

developed black manga™ is present, and red-

dish-to yellowish-brown iron oxide patches are

developed In the clay. A similar horizon is
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developed or the- Millyera Formation in Sec-

lion 7 of F»g. J 5,

The distinction between the lacustrine facies

of the Millyera Formation and the superficially

similar Naraba Formation can be demon-

strated from Lake Millyera and Lake Tar-

karooloo. In Lake Millyera. the north shore is

formed by cliffs of Namba Formation cloy and

dolomite showing no fades change* throughout

the length of ihe continuous outcrop. The
south shore has sporadic outcrops of Millyera

Formation, also unchanged alon^ strike, traced

to the junction of Billcroo Creek and Lake
Tarkaruoluo- These relationships suggest a Efts*

conformity between the two units. The Millyera

Formation also occurs on the north shore of

Lake Millyera at its eastern end. but a covered

interval prevents direct establishment of a

iclationsbip with the nearby Namba Forma-
l ii >ti. 'I he contact between the units can he

observed by trenching the base of the supple-

mentary section .V where the erusional contact

and weathered top of the Namba Formation
support a discontopniiy.

Similar laminated astracodc-bcaring clay

and gypsum laminae are found beneath the

base of the gypsum dunes constituting the is-

lands of Lake Frome. These grade down to

ostracodc and charophyte-hearing indurated

clays, without sedimentary structures, beneath

the lake bed. Fine sand interhed* are present.

These he& are equated with the Millyera

Formation, but most sediment flooring Lake
Frome, though of similar lithotogy. is younger

and less consolidated.

Along the eastern edge or Lake Frome is a

series of eroded mound springs, exhumed by

deflation of the modern lake Moor. These are

built uf saucer-shaped carbonate layers, partly

algal in origin, which intertongue with the

ejays These spring deposits are partly equaled

with the Millyera Formation

In Lake Tarkarooloo, reddish-brown silt and
conglomerate is inter-bedded with the charo-

phyte limestone. Proceeding south along this

linear lake, the course facies eventually

dominates, the limestones being absent. The
Millyera Formation is no Tongei identifiable,

having graded into an entirely fluviatile facies

of conglomerate 2-t m thick, cemented with

massive while secondary carbonate (hence-

forth referred lo as Ihe 'unnamed conglo-

merate* equivalent to the Millyera Formation)-

-Section !• (Fig* IS, 17) shows an intermediate

>tage in this transition. Numerous well deve-

loped channels exhibiting tt cross stratification

(Allen 1963) are present, exhumed on the

lake floor. They often contain clasts of fossil

wood, Namba Formation dolomite, ferru-

ginized Namba Formation sand, and milky

quartz Ht the base, demonstrating a discon-

formabie relationship with the Namba Forma-
tion. There is little facies change along the

length of Lake Tarkarooloo in the Nambn
Formation, whereas the Millyera Formation

varies considerably, though retaining its

identity as a unit.

Two chaiophyte limestone horizons were

developed in The southern part of 1-ake Tar-

karooloo, instead of one as at Lake MiUyera.

Since tbey must have once represented a

horizontal lake shoreline, and are equivalent

to the horizon at take Millyera, structural

defoliation <?faulling) is required to account

for their relatively higher position in the land-

scape. Barometric levelling, tied in with South

Australian Department of Lands bench nwrfcs,

established the height difference (see Sections

3 and 6, Fig. 15). Comparison of the heights

of equivalent Namba Formation carbonates.

between Lake Millyera and the Namba Forma-
tion reference section in Lake Tarkarooloo

(Fig, Hi also supports downfaulting of the

[rata Millyera region.

The "unnamed conglomerate" channel

equivalent of the Millyera Formation can be

traced throughout the area southeast of Lake
Frome. where it is invariably overlain by *hc

Eurinilla Formal ion . The disconformity is

difficult to deled away from low-lying areas

such as Lake Farkaroolon. where well-deve-

loped greenish carbonate nodules and cylin-

droids of a soil ealcrere mark the contact, and

massive white groundwater caTbonate cements

the conglomerate* in the Millyera and Eurinitla

Formations. Elsewhere the conglomerate has a

weak earthy carbonate cement and interhedded

secondary gypsum layers, interpneted as

groundwater phenomena rather than soils.

The contact with Furinilia Formation appears

gnidational le-H. units I and 2 of the Eurinilla

Formation in section 8. Fig. 15), and it is not

possible to establish a disconformity. An addi-

tional problem in the Millyera Formation »s

the repetition of red sand facies resembling

those of the Eurinilla Formation. This suggests

it may be possible to have iwo red facies super-

imposed. The contact between unit 2 and 3 in

section 8 may represent such a boundary <i.e.

ihe Jowcr part of this section may correlate

with the Millyera Formation).
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Current direction* were recorded from a
variety of cross-bedtiing types in widely scat-

Jered localities in the basal channel facie*;

(both sands and conglomerates), though with
a bias towards the Lake Tarkaroofoo area, hui

are sufficient 145 measurements! to record a
north to northeasterly transport direction. Con-
giomerates such as those of section 8, where
no disconformily between the Eurinilla and
MilJycra Formation was established, were not
included m this analysis.

EURINILLA FORMA TtON ( Derivation,
Eurinilla Creek, Eurinilla map sheet. CURNA-
MONA).
The type section (sect ton 7, Fig. 15) is

located at Lake Moko* on the junction between
Billeroo and Eurinilla Creeks (Air Photo Ref.

—S. Aust. Dcpt. Lands Svy. 395, Coonarbine,
Run 3, Photo No, 9637). The locality is

45.3 km on 332"T trom Uilleroo Waterhole
(CURNAMONA—Billeroo Creek), and the
outcrop I Fig. 20 \ occurs in an amphitheatre,
formed by gullies draining into the noun end
of the lake. The upper tine grained facies is

welt developed. The complete section is de-

scribed in Appendix 2, Section 7 was con-
structed from two outcrops 200 ni apart,

correlated by following the beds along strike.

This sequence consists of three units, separ-

ated by a weak carbonate soil hori/on. The
lower unit, exposed in the southern outcrop,

consists of LS metres of white well sorted
medium grained channel sand, ft h Ctoss-

bedded. and contains some vertebrate remains,
clusls or underlying units, and charophyte
oogonia. The sands have features similar to

channel sands elsewhere at or below the base
of the Kurinilla Formation. An iniercshng
feature is the presence of hiolite. suggesting
nearby crystalline basement outcrop at the

time of deposition. Unit I is overlain by the

much more widespread and typical tc<i silly

and sandy fades of units 2 and 3, respectively

5.3 and 5.5 m thick. These units arc separated
hy a weak carbonate soil horizon. The lower
Is paler than the upper, and shows no evidence
of bedding. It grades to clay-silt at the base.
The upper unit has diffuse large scale cross-
bedding, is sandy, and orange-coloured
throughout. It is capped by a well-developed
fossil soil horizon with nodules and cylindroids
of carbonate and some gypsum,

The sequence is overiaiu above the fossil

soil by a horizontally laminated sand, similar

to thai at the top of Unit 2. but with more

pronounced bimodality. Since the soil repre

teota a disconformity, these sands are excluded
from the definition, and placed in the Coonar-
bine Formation.

AnotbcT section 8 hi thick (section 5, Fig.

15) is situated on a steep hluff facing north,

on the southern side of Lake Mlllyefa, close

Co the Millycjtt Formation type section 4. A
detailed description is in Appendix 2. The
*an<is are paler than those of the type, and
contain low angle cross-bedding at the base.

The overall Iwo-fold division fof units 2 and
3) in the type section is retained. A diffuse

thin bedding dips toward Lake Millyera. Con-
sidered with the geometry of the outcrop, Ihe

sequence is interpreted as a small delta.

The upper part rfl this sequence has tubules

and cyiindroids of soft white carbonate and
gypsum, several centimetres diameter, forming
several inter-related horizons representing *

fossil soil complex. The tubules weather out

as hard cylinders. The lower part of the
sequence is partly cemented with sheets of
soft white carbonate, and with pink carbonate
nodules. The base is solidly cemented with

gypsunv partly derived from the dissolution of
gypsum lunettes (represented by low angle

cross-bedding).

A ihird reference section of 3 m thick is

located at Lake Koorka* (Fig. 23). a small

clnypart on Eurinilla Creek, close to the

boundary between FROME and CURNA-
MONA on Eurinifta map sheet. Ihe western
edge of the pan is formed by a cliff 6 m high,

where section 9 ( Fig, 1 5 ) was measured
(Appendix 2). Here, the Eurinilla Formation
is represented by motiled very pale orange and
strong brown clayey sill without stratification,

capped by a massive gypsum horizon with

0.5 cm rosettes of gypsum crystals developed
in red-mown sill and gypsum flour. Ii discon-
formably overlies the Namba Formation,

Burrowed horizons and eypsined roots are

locally common in the Eurinilla Formation.
though not represented in the sections de-

scribed here.

The carbonate zones at Ihe top of the

Funnilla Formation in sections 5 and 7 arc

regarded, as a single widespread palecvsol. They
differ from the soil developed on the overlying

Coonarbine Formation by having larger

patches of carbonate segregation, often in

several horizons, frequently weathering nut as

solid sheets or lumps. In the Arboola Claypan 11

large soli Calcareous '"biscuits" are developed

m which the original lamination of the
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cemented sediment is visible. This paleosol has

been identified along Balcanoona and Ponntana

Creeks, on ihe west side of Lake Frome (Figs

1, 15, section 2) where >t is developed in

coarser grained sediments.

The Eurintlla Formation is often underlain

by a coarse cross-bedded sand or conglomerate.

?*unnaraed conglomerate* usually partly

cemented with hard white lime. The beds are

light pinkish brown, from iron-staining on sand

grains. A typical sequence including this

facies occurs at Lake Pinpa reference section

{section 8, Fig. 15, and Appendix 2). The
basal conglomerate often contains clasts of

Nambu Formation dnlomitc or Wiliawortina

Formation carbonate nodule*. At Lake Tar-

kurooloo the islands on the fake floor (especi-

ally near section 6 % Fig. 15, where massive

carbonate cemenied pink sands and conglo-

merates are interbedded with the cbarophyte
limestone), demonstrate the gradation to the

Millyera Formation.

The disconformity between the Millycrn and
Eurinilla Formations is exemplified in sections

5 and 7, but is not at all obvious in section 8,

or elsewhere away from the vicinity of Lake
Frome. The relationship can, however, be

observed along the Pasmore River, particu-

larly where the main Yuma to Flinders Ranees
road crosses. Here, two terraces of secondary

carbonate-cemented conglomerate occur, inter-

bedded with yellowish sands containing green-

ish white carbonate nodules at the top. The
nodules are interpreted as a paleosol. and
occur in similar yellowish .sands of the Millyera

Formation in Lake Tarkarooloo. Therefore

Ihe unnamed conglomerate and associated

sands are regarded as Millyera Formation
equivalents.

The red brown silty Eurinilla Formation
with its characteristic soil developed a! the

top, infills a valley cut into the 'unnamed'
conglomerate, and associated sediments. The
whole i^ cut into Willawortioa Formation
sandy days 1 ight brown sands of the Coonar-
bine Formation disconfornubly overlie all

units dt various levels in the landscape,

The relationships between the Eurinilla and
Wiliawortina Formations is also exhibited in

section 3 at rhe mouth of the Pasmore River

(Fig, 15 and Appendix 2) where reddish-

brown pebbly silt with a basal conglomerate

(Eurinilla Formation) rests with sharp
erosional disconfornuty on pale green and red-

brown mottled clay (Wiliawortina Formation),

On a regional scale the ^conformity sur-

face between the Eurintlla Formation and
Coonafbine Formation is tlat. but locally, river

valleys are developed.

Within Lake Frome are several islands con-

sisting of up to 10 m thick of coarse well

rounded gypsum sand with minor quartz, and
interbeds of clay pellets These exhibit the

low angle cross-bedding, Ikhology and geo-

metry of lunettes described by Bowler else-

where in Australia (pers. comm. 1974, J. M.
Bowler). The sands rest di.sconfnrmably on
the Millyera Formation indurated clays, and
are tentatively correlated with the Eurinilla

Formation. Similar lunettes flank the eastern

shore of Lake Frome.

COONA RBINE FORMATiON ( Derivation

Lake Coonarbine, Coonarbine map sheet,

FROME).
The type section is located at Lake Moko

section 7. Fig 14 and Appendix 2). mentioned
earlier. The sequence (Fig. «0). resting dts-

conformably on the Eurinilla Formation, con-

sists of three parts—a basal 1.0 m of a red

brown indistinctly laminated sand, overlain

by 33 m of light brown dune sand (two large

scale cross-bed sets are represented) with a

carbonate soil bowon at the top. THs is over-

lain by 0.6 m of light brown sand with car-

bonate patches and rhizondulcs. The laminated

sand at the base of this sequence may be a

distinct unit in its own right, since it has

features different from the remainder of the

Coonarbine Formation. Its diseonformable re-

lation with the Eurinilla Formation has been

established.

The carbonate soil horizons are much
weaker than those of ihe Eurinilla Formation
in the same secuon and at section 5 (Fig. 15).

The upper more prominent horizon is corre-

lated with that at the top of section five. The
Coonarbine Formation in this section exhibits

the typical blocky joint pattern, producing 5 x
10 cm columns of sediment (large ped struc-

tures). Land-snail shells occur here, and at

other widely separated localities, being charac-

teristic of the unit. The uppermost layer is

associated with aboriginal artifacts arid emu
shell fragments. The Formation can be traced

west to the Pasmore River (e.g. section 3)
where it overlie* the Eurinilla Formation.

An important supplementary section (sec-

tion 2, Figs 15, 21 and Appendix 2) repre-

senting a coarser facies of the Coonarbine

Formation of western Lake Frome, is found
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in Balcanoona Creek, near the natural gas.

pipeline (Air Photo Ref.: S. Aust. Dept. Lands
Svy, 394, Arkaraota Run 3, Photo No. 0078)-
At This site the old land surface on top of the

Eurinilla Formation U exposed. The overlying
beds, of ihe Coonarbine Formation consist of
1.7(1 metres of dark brown, .tandy silt, with a
basal pebble bed, moderately poorly soiled.

No bedding plane* are visible, and columnar
ped structure is well-developed.

Immediately downstream she surface of the
Coonarbinc Formation is scattered with abort
ginal artifacts the colour m redder, and land
snail shells arc present. Upstream, near Mulga
Bore on "BaJcanoona", the hasal pebble bed
has 0.5-1 m thick lenses, cutting into the
Eurinilla Formation. Carbonate nodules from
the soils developed in the Eurinilla Formation
arc eroded and incorporated into the basal

Coonarbine Formation-
East of Lake Fromc the Auviatile facies of

the Coonarbinc Formation gives way to
acolian serf duties, forming the partly indurated

cores of the modern dunes of the southern
Strzelecki Desert, Exposures occur along ihe

Banks cf the modern dunes. The gypsum
lunettes of the islands have a deposition break
within them, the significance of which is un-
certain: il is likclv that the part above the
break correspond* to the Coonarbine Forma-
tion.

iwcrate contains pebbles of ferruginized

material, derived from what was probably a
widespread surface, now exhibited as small
remnants in the same valley. This ferruginiza-

tion is correlated with that beneath the
Millyera Formation at Lake Tarkarooloo, and
elsewhere. Deformation of the Tertiary se-

quence occurred before deposition of the
MiUyera Formation and development of the
ferruginous horizon.

The disconformity between the EuriuiUa.

Formation and Willaworrina Formation can
be seen in cliffs along the Pa&morc River. The
clearly disconformable relationship between
the M illyera Formation and Eurinilla Forma-
tion is seen in section 5 (Fig 15), The dis-

conformity is less obvious for its equivalent,

the ""unnamed conglomerate" of l^kes Tar-
karooloo, Pinpa (VunitM 1 and 2 of section 8,

Fig. 15). and elsewhere.

Relationship between Eurinilla and Coonar-
bine Formations can be easily observed (for

example in sections 2, 3, 7 and 9, Fig. 15).

The Coonarbinc Formation can be frequently

seen cutting into the Eurinilla Formation, and
(lie two units usually have contrasting lithology.

The soil carbonate at the top of the Eurinilla

Formation may be completely eroded and
reworked into the younger unit.

Rock relationships are summarized in Fig.

24.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
FORMATIONS

The Millyera Formation rests disconform-
ab!y un ihe Namba Formation in Lakes Mill-

yera and Tarkarooloo, but its relationship to

the WiUawortina Formation is less clear- The
correlation of conglomerates and saoda at the

Pasmure River Section with similar facies at

Lake Tarkarooloo has been mentioned, and
suggests the Millyera Formation conglomerate
equivalent is also drsconfonnable on the Willa-

wnrtina Formation, The relationship h similar

to that at the
KWerialoona M

section. Further
support is derived from the presence of bright

orange to red-brown silt and sand, similar to

that in the Millycra Formation of section 5.

intertonguing with ihe conglomerate around
the mouth of Balcanoona Creek.

At the "Wertaloona 1
** section (section I

,

Fig. 3) the dipping sequence of Willawortina
Formation is overlain with angular uncon-
formity by a small patch of horizontal con-
glomerate and yellow sand, regarded as

Millycra Formation equivalent. The conglo-

AGE
The Millycra Formation has equivalents at

the southern edge of Lake Callabonna. and
northern end of Lake FTome. it closely re-

sembles laminated green clays and sand*
bearing Diprotodon found in the main part of

Lake CaHabonna The temporal range of
Diproiodon is Pliocene to late Pleistocene. A
wood radiocarbon age of >40 000 years B.P.

(Daily I960) from iKese heds has lately been
confirmed by another wood radiocarbon date

of >39 900 years B.P (Tedrord 1973) . At the

mouth of Poontana Creek, on the Lake Fromc
—Lake Callabonna confluence, dates from
shells in sands equated with the Millycra

Formation give ages of* >33 400 years B.P.

and 35 200 ±1200 years B.P. (GaK-4949,
GaK-4948). This shell material has been
&llected by younger pedogenesis, converting

them to calcite (assuming the shells were ori-

ginally all aragonite as arc most non*marinc
mo/luscs). Therefore the daie& are minimal,
and the Millyera Formation has an age in

excess Of 34 200 years B.P., probably >40 000
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years fl P. Simitar shell beds, in 3 similar strati-

graphic sequence were recorded al Lake Eyre,

and gave a date of 39 200 = 1 300 years B.P

< Johns & Ludbrook 1963),

The Eunnilta Formation contains late

Pfetsiocene vertebrate fossils, somewhat dif-

ferent in generic composition 1o those at Lake

Callahouna. The fauna occurs in channels at

the base of the urnt> along Billeruvi Cyevk cast

of Lake Pinpa.

The overlying Coonarbine Formaiinn is

probably late Pleistocene or eariy Recent.

REGIONAL CORRELATION
Equivalents of Millyera Formation are little

known al present, though the sequence de-

scribed immediately above the Et.idunna

Formation in the Madigan GuJf region of

Lake Evre North is apparently verv similar

(King 1*956. Ludbrook 1956. Johns & Lud-
brook 1 963 ) . The hthological similarity

between the fossilifcrous greenish sands con-

taining Coxiella giiest in Madigans Gulf, and

those in the MilJyera Formation of section 5

(Fig. 15) is marked. All these beds are close

to or beyond the limits of radiocarbon dating,

but the closely comparable micro-fauna (in-

eluding Elphidium spp.. Ammonia hccairiL

Nonion sp: pcrs. eomm, J, M. Lindsay 1974),

charophytes and molluscs tend to support

correlation. The Lake Eyre sequence rests on

the Etadunna Formation, and is overlain by
rocks resembling the Tirari Formation,

The Eurioilla Formation closely resembles

the Tirari Formation of the Lake Eyre Basin,

in Ikhology, stratigraphic position and topo-

graphic expression. Vertebrate faunas in basal

Euriniila herniation channels indicate equiva-

lence with the youngest Katapm Sand (Stirton

rt aL 1961] of the same basin.

Olher possible equivalents are indicated in

Table 4. The Pooraka Formation (Firman

1966&3 supposedly resis on Telford Gravel

(Firman 1963) on the west side of the Flin-

ders Ranges, and is overlain by the Lake

Torrens Formation (Williams & Polach 1971).

The unnamed conglomerate equivalent of the

Millyera Formation lithologicalty resembles

the Telford Gravel at Telford open cut, Leigh

Creek. The Euriniila Formation, hthological ly

resembling the Lake Torrens K>rmation, over-

lies the Millyera Formation, and is in turn

overlain by the Coonarbine Formation. The
latter is similar (o the Thomson Creek Forma-
tion of Williams & Pobeh. There also are

similarities in the calcareous soil horizons of

each, in the same gcomorphic situation.

The Pooraka Formation. Telford Gravel and

"unnamed conglomerate" ul LaKfe Frome area

are probably equivalents, it has been suggested

by Firman ( 1971

)

H that the Telford Gravel is

equivalent to the whole of the Tirari Forma-
tion (Euriniila Formation correlative), but

this cannot bo the case in the Lake Frome
area. The youngest probable equivalents here

arc the conglomerate at the base of the

Hurinilla Formation, and the most iikely corre-

lative the "unnamed conglomerate" equivalent

of the Millyera Formation.

The unit mapped as Pooraka Formation on

COPLEY (Coats 1973) is Cocwiarbinc Forma-

tion. During mapping COPLEY, Callcn k
Williams (in Coals 1973) recognized a unit

of reddish brown, sand and cobbles which

covered most of the surface of ihe high level

plains Hanking the eastern FlindeTs Ranges,

The unit was luter named the Arrowie Forma-
tion by Coats (1973): subsequently mapping

for FROME has shown it is probably partly

equivalent to the Coouarbine Formation. The
two units both contain land snail shells, and

appear to grade laterally into one another at

the break in slope at the base of low hills

south of "WertaJoona." However. Coats seems

to include some younger and older gravels in

his definition, with ?disconr'ormable relation-

ships.

ENVIRONMENT
The Millyera Formation constitutes three

facies groups; the most typical and widespread

are the laminated ostracode clay and churo-

phytc limestones (Fig. IK), with associated

charophyte oogonia-beyring fine sand. Fine

lamination, ostracodes, and distribution of

sediment, indicate they are undoubtedly of

lacustrine origin. The fine sands arc well

rounded and smooth and may therefore be

aeolian. having been blown into the lake, or

carried by floods. Drying of the bfcd is indi-

cated by the charophyte limestone and equiva-

lent gypsum lamellae (Figs 16. 18; cf. Reeves

1968, p. 57, 58). Similar modern calcareous

algal deposits (Fig. 19), grading to rippled

eypsttffl crusts, arc present in Lake KuturuT
.

Waves acting on the very shallow water bodies

breafc up the filaments and orient them in

crescent like ripples, sometimes resembling the

oriented structures in their fossil equivalents.

The gypsum laminae may have botryoidal

surfaces that are reminiscent of similar fornu
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en the set face of modern Lake Frome, pro-

duced by crystallization pressure hackling the

surfkial crusts.

The second facics group is the channel facies

(F'tg, 171. ot conglomerate,- sand which ex-

hibits Features of meandering streams of large

size containing bed-forms of slightly crescent-

>hapcd aqueous dunes. The si realm carried

pebbles from the Clary Ranges, and eroded
valleys into the Namba Formation . These
deposits are lateral equivalents of the "un-

named conglomerate'
1

which is so extensive

along the Siccus—Pasmore River System.

The third facics group are the greenish fos-

silifcrous sands, which (Section 5, Fig 15)

are CftK$$-bddded on a .small to medium scale,

and contain shell Beds and fish vertebrate

Similar shells arc also abundant in a narrow
zone along Billcroo Creek between Lakes

Kuturu and Tarkarooloo. These deposits alts

interpreted us shoreline facics of the Pleisto-

cene Lake Frumc.

These sediments, and equivalents at the

northern end of Lake Frome, contain the

foramini feral assemblage mentioned earlier

(p. 147). Similar species were also recorded by

Lud brook (Kcr 1966. p. 94 > in equivalent

strata in McKenzic liore, 7,5 km sovilh south-

cast of section 5. The presence of several

Species of foraminifera over a wide area in the

same sediments can be explained in terms

of Ludrook's (1965) hypothesis of transport

to salt lakes on the feet of scabitds, with

.subsequent survival for a period. The- species

present are mostly Retailing with a wide
salinity tolerance, and diversity is low. Such a

situation is typical of inland saline lakes (Resig

1974), where foraminifera have been intro-

duced by some dispersal mechanism from
coastal areas. Species such as Ammonia bee-

carii are common in these environments
Although the assemblages found at Lake Eyre
and Lake Frome are considerably different in

content from those listed in Table 4 of Resigns

paper (e.g. Nonum spp. are not recorded,

though common at Lakes Frome and Eyre)
this does not detract from the dispersal hypo-
thesis because each locality cited in her paper

has high endernisrn. The Coorong area con-
tains a similar assemblage Ipers. etimm. J. M.
Lindsay 1975), though its low diversity is pro-
bably the result of high salinity, even though it

has a connection with the sea.

Another explanation is that there was a
distant connection to the sea, implying a high

sea level during the Pleistocene prior to 40 000
years B.P.

The detrital component of the lacustrine

Millyera Formation sediments were brought to

the ancestral Luke Frome by large braided

streams with a pebble bed load ("unnamed
conglomerate") approximately following the

channels of present day watercourses such as

the Pasrnore-Siccus River system, and the

Lake Tarkarooioo-flilleroo Creek system They
were much more extensive than lheit modern
counterparts The chsts indicate a provenance
similar to the modern streams, in the QlarV

Fi^s 16-19. Younger Unils. Structures in MiUyeia Formation.

Fig. 16, Millyera Formation. Laminated npp(e-marked gypsum and clay (Fig. 15, section 5). Scale 30
cm.

Fig. 17. Plan view of cross-stratified channel sand in Millyera Formation Channel facies. bed of Lake
Tarkarooloo ne-ur Section 6. Fig J5, Approximates Pi cross-stratification. Current direction
(arrowed) is to north. Hammer handle 25 cm long. Laminae emphasized by inking,

Fig. IS. Algal tubule* showing touch orientation. Same locality as Fig. 22. Scale in era.

Fig. 19. Modern calcareous charophyte algal filaments. Lake Kuturu, showing crude orientation Thin
crust of gvpsum (Gj in upper central part of photograph.

Figs in-2> Outciop,

Fig. 20. Upper part of section 7, Fie. 15, showing dune sand facics of Coonarbinc Formation U\ui
upper benches)* basal laminated sand < bench Just above contact), and upper part of F.uriniUa
Formation with calcareous paleosol t'juu below contact ).

Fi$. it. Section 1, Fig. t5. Columnar-structured sand of Coonttrbine Formation DVejrfyinfi Fiuinilla
Formation Surface in foreground shows carbonate patches of paleosol. and represents the pre-
Coonarbine Formation land surface slightly modified by present erosion. Scale 30 cm.

Flj. 22* Coonarbine Formation sand with columnar jointing, overlying Millyera Formation which in turn
overlies Namba Formation. Millyera Formation shows upper algal limestones and Iowct mas-
sive sandy limestone (prominent benches) with intervening clayey sand. Lake TarVarooloo,
near Coomhes Bore- Scale 30 cm.

Fi£. 23. Section V. Fig. 15 flower part). Coonarbine Formation, disconformably overlying Eurinilla
Formation which has its upper surface cemented with secondary gypsum (prominent bench ).

Black i lay of Namba Fotmalion at base <3u cm scale crosses contact).
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Ranges and southern Flinders Ranges. Large

straight-crested aqueous dunes typified the

streams with coarse sandy and pebbly bed

loads, whereas crescentic dunes characterized

the streams with a finer sand-bed load. The
eastern shore of Lake Frome was estimated to

be about 10 km further cast than at present.

The Eurinilla Formation contains channel

deposits, exemplified by coarse sand with

parting lincation and cross-bedding, in troughs

and point bar deposits along Billcroo Creek.

The meandering form of these channels can

sometimes be seen on aerial photographs. The
pebbles have sources in the Flinders Ranges

or Olnry Ranges, or have been eroded from
the underlying Tertiary units. Flood-plain de-

posits arc represented by the finer facies,

which is sometimes laminated- The initially

fluviatile phase (basal coarse grained sands)

gave way to a more complex environment with

finer fluviatile deposits and large scale cross-

bedded aeolian deposits, including huge gypsum

lunettes along the south western shore and on

the islands. -Some possible loess (massive sill

and very fine sands) is present. These sedi-

ments transgressed over the older lake deposits

of the Millyera Formation The ancient Lake

Frome therefore decreased in size in medial

Pleistocene times, being somewhat smaller than

at prcsenl.

The plains of this essentially fluviatile en-

vironment were inhabited by large marsupials

{Dipratodon sp., Prucoptadan golnth> Sthsnu-

ru\ sp. and Macropus sp.) Rivers followed

approximately the same coarses as the present

day drainage. The distribution of lunettes indi-

cates a dominant wind direction from the west

and a strong westerly component still charac-

terizes this legion.

The overlying Coonarbine Formation in

eludes lluviatile braided stream environments

west of Lake Frome. and dominant!? aeolian

cast of the lake. The fluviatile sediments have

less defined channels than the Eurinilla Forma-
lion, pebble sheets being more common. East

of Lake Frome longitudinal dunes were deve-

loped, and another minor phase of gypsum
lunettes built up along the lake shore. Land
snails probably lived around water holes.

Conclusions

The new rock units in the Lake Frome area

record a history of intermittent deposition

through Miocene to late Pleistocene-Recent

times. During this interval the extensive rivers,

hikes and possibly estuarine environments of

the Miocene Namba Formation drained areas

of low relief in a climate of high rainfall, and

of higher annual temperature than the same
latitude today. At times, seasonal dry periods

became a part of the weather pattern. A con-

nection with the sea was established at some
stage, probably to the Murray Basin. Some
conflicting climatic evidence is partly resolved

hy applying Hie continental lessivage hypo-

thesis (Millot 1964, as modified by Wiersma
1 970) in relation to the smectite—dolomite

—

palygorskitc mineral suite. Thus warm tem-

COONARBINE FORMATION

FORMATION

MIUYERA FMN.UNNAMED CONGLOMERATE

WILLAWORTINA FORMATION A Member 2

Member 1

NAMBA FORMATION

i
Eocene

Paleocene
EYRE FORMATION

S10970 RACAUEN

Fig, 24. Cainozoic rock siratifcraphic relationships. Lake Frome.

SA. Department of Mines
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peraie to subtropical conditions prevailed, with
savannah landscape, and gallery forests around
the large permanent Oieams and lakes.

Uplift of the Flinders Ranges occurred at

the earliest during late Miocene times, con-

tinued through the Pliocene intermittently into

the Quaternary, and is stUI proceeding at

present. Prior to this, al least during the

Caim&OTC the Flinders Ranges were virtually

non-existent. The sediments deposited during

the Pliocene-early Pleistocene Epochs record
the change from the earlier Miocene palaeo*

geography to the very different landscape
approximating lhat vi Ihe present. Lakes and
swamps during Tertiary times disappeared
during the Pleistocene, as tectontsm and
cJimalie change altered the depositional

regime. Drainage resembled that of the present

duhng the late Pleistocene, indicating the basin

was approaching its preseat configuration.

The Millyera Formation indicates active de-

position on a playa lake somewhat larger than

Ihe present. The dunging character of the

sediments from Millyera to Coonarbine For-

mation suggests overall increasing aridity, pro-

bably seasonally distributed during Eurinilla

Formation limes, as exemplified by the forma-
tion of the gypsum lunettes. Marked climatic

fluclualions were superposed on this overall

climatic trend. Uplift of the ranges continued,

alternating with periods of stability during

which soils developed.

Rock relationships are summarized in Fig.

24.
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Appendix 1

OLDER CAINOZOIC UNITS
Fig. 3, sections I, 10, 11, 12. Fig 14, section 13

NAMBA FORMATION TYPE SECTION
SADM Yalkatpo No. 1 Sttatigraphic Bore. Fijj. 3 Section 12

COONARBINE FORMATION
2.00. SAND, medium grained, strong reddish brown (2.5YR4/6). Subrounded grams. Rec-
tangular joint pattern and carbonate cylindroids in upper port.

— Disconformity —
NAMBA FORMATION
Unit 18, 1.40 CLAY* slightly silty, with scattered gypsum spots Light grey (N.4) wirij moderate yel-

3.40 lowish orange ( 10YR5/6) patches. Sharp upper contact.

Unit 17. 1.3S. Interbedded SAND and CLAY overlain by SILT. Sand is very fine grained, laminated
4.75 and small scale cross laminated, as are the silt beds at the top of the unit. Lower beds have

structure destroyed by secondary gypsification. Contacts between sand and clay beds are sharp
ami flat Sand-filled shrinkage cracks extend down from the wavy irregular upper contact.

Unit J 6. 6.45. SILTY CLAY. Poorly sorted, diffusely laminated. Two silt beds with gradalional to
12.00 Sharp contacts near the top, lower 1 rn burrowed and bioturbated with wavy irregular upper

bedding plane separating it from the remainder of the sequence. Irregular shiny fracture planet.
lerumblv texture) and gvpsum nodules developed in upper part. Light to moderate olive grey
I5Y4/2-5Y5/L 5-SY6/1). Mottled black and yellow (5Y4/0-51 in lower silt.

(1.60. No recovery.

0.20. As before- Shrinkage cracks filled with sand extend down from upper unit—wavy
irregular contact. Light olive grey (5Y5/2).

Unit 15- 0,20. SILT. Laminated, very fine cross-laminated, bunowed in parL Very pale yellowish grey
12.20 <NI 10 5Y9/1 ). Upper contact sharp and Hat., burrowed.
Unit 14, 3.00 SlLTY CLAY. IntraformatiuTially brccctalexL Burrowed and bioturbated in lower half,

IS.20 upper half with angular clay closts :it\d slump structures. Upper contact sharp, flat.

Unit 13. 1.70, CLAY SILT and CLAY. Poorly sorted, Clay beds near centre. Bill rowed at top, intra-

17.30 formalional breccialion common. Pale to light olive clay (I0Y6/2 to 6/4), silt pale grey to
pale yellowish grey (5Y8/1 to N7), Upper contact sharp and flat.

40, SAND and SILT, interbedded, weakly laminated, wavy sharp contacts between inter-
beds. Sand is very fine, very angular (quartz crystal faces—overgrowths on rounded grains.
contacts between overgrowth and grain visible).

Unit 12. 1.05. No recovery.
19.59 L24. SAND, grading up to CLAY SILT and SILT. Sand hat small-scale cross lamination with

heavy mineral laminae.
Unit 1 1. 0.05. CLAY, black as bcTow. Contact wiih overlying bed shatp and fiat.

21.52 1.13. No recovery.
0.75. SAND, grading up to CLAYEY SILT Sand very fine, wavy lamination. Colour 5Y6/4.

Unit 10. 0.20. SILT and Cl AY, interlaminaled. Home structure* on contacts. Light olive grey (Clay
26.82 5Y6/1, Silt N9). Contact with unil 11 sharp and flat,

2,30. SILT, lower bed laminated and cross-bedded. with scattered burrows.
result of bioturbation and extensive burrowing. Upper contact wavy and "regular.
0.30. CLAY, laminated, colour NO, 4Y4/7. "With CHELONiA scute at 24,2 1 nt- Upper con-
tact sharp, with flame structures.
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1*40. SAND, fine grained in lower 1/5 grading up to laminated and burrowed tight grey
(N5> SILT. Sand grains smooth and shiny, angular, some well rounded and frosted, many
with crystal face:; and re-entrants. Upper contact wavy find irregular. Grading down to . . .

I- 10, Sid, laminated nnd small scale crass-bedded, with .scattered burrows.
Unit 9. 3.Z0, CLAY, black (Nl) mottled light olive brown (5Y5/6). with sand patches and other tea*
_i;i 52 turcs ns before. Contact with sand lower in unit gradational. Large sand grains in the patches

are polished, rounded to well rounded, smaller grains being angular to subangular with over
growths!?). vSome of the larger grains show rounded crystal forms.
0.35, No recovery.

3.60. SAND, as below. Calcitc patches and very coarse mica common. Polymodal, poorly
sorted overall, Small sizes nnguW, coarse are rounded, some doubly terminated crystals. In-
terbedded light grey (N7) clay in centre of unit. Becoming well Morted and fine grained at. top
with mixed well rounded and angular grains. Obscure small scale cross bedding and lamination.
0.60. No recovery.
95. SAND. Coarse to medium grained, slightly calcareous. Large grains polished, oilier* with

crystal faces (overgrowths?) which give stepped shiny surfaces IVtauy grains show oriemal
elongate quartz prism shape.

Unit. 8 0.70. Alternating SAND and CLAY. Sand very fine grained with small scale trough crosa-
36.22 laminalion. Clay olive to medium grey (SY5/0.5).
TJflil 7- O-S&j Clay as below. Sharp w»w upper contact.

39.22 1.25. No recovery.

1.45- Alternating SAND-CLAY fining upwards sequences, Several thin beds, beginning tyttti

very fine grained sand aL base. Sharp Hat contacts. g,radmg to black <N2, 5YR2/J ) clay with
orange hrown speck* and sand patches in top 20 cm,

Unit 6 0.94. SANDY SILT, grading up to CLAY. Black <N2) clay us fur unit 5, with fine sand
40.7$ patches, I fi of sequence- Sharp wavy upper contact.

Q,5& No recovery.
0.05. SILT v/illi slump structures.

Unit 5. 6*53 SAND. SIT .T and CI.AY alternating in (ewer 1/3. grading to CT.AY at top Lithology as
47.44 for unit 4. Obscurely laminated in lowct part, lenticular bedding. Light olive yrcy (SY67I)

with oxidised brown patches (IOVRfi/6) Calcareous at transition (25 cm) to dark clay- Sand
distributed in vertical ilreaks and patches through the dark olive Clay (5Y5/1). Irregular

wavy \ippcr contact.
Unit 4. 3-30. SILT, gradme up to CLAY. Lower 1/3 laminated silly and clay with very-small lo small
50.84 scale crov? bedding at hate, some burrows. Pale yellowish grey (SY9/1) and pale olive

IJ0Y6/2). Grades rapidly into sandy clay with vertically orieotcJ structure- and lime streaks.

yellowKh grey to pale olive (5Y7/2 to 9Y8/2). This grades to lough black (NO clay with
orange brown dendritic mottling and patches of fine sand. A thin blown band of moo >\id s

is present. Upper contact wavy, irregular.

Unit. y. L2f). SANO, grading to CALCAREOUS CLAY. Lower 40 cm very fine grained, loosely

52.04 cemented by quartz ovcrgtowths (original grains rounded) calcareous at have-. Heavy minerals
19(v Dusky yellow (5Y4/1). Clay is olive grey (5Y4.-'l) and has white vertically oriented
streaXs and sheets of carbonate. Contact with overlying unit h sharp and wavy.

Unit 2. 1.94. No recovery.
56.60 0.22. SAN1>, veiy fine grained as for ba$c unit. Contact with underlying clay irrcgolar. with

mixing.

1 10. G| AY. 3i for bflse unit 1, silty top* with moderate yellow green clay patches which be-

come dull on exposure (7GY4/I, 5Y5/2, 5Y4/2). Obscure laminalion.
t ,U0. No recovery.

0.20. SAND, very tine grained, scattered medium, polished grains Opaques common. Some
patches moderate yellow £reen clay (7GY':l''t-5Y4/2>.

Unit I. I 20. Cf.AY„ waxy lustre no curved irregular fracture*. Rare lingular white carbonate lumps
and streaks. OUve grey (5Y5/2).

"NAMBA FORMATION
Supplementary Section Outcrop, West Sub Luke Tnrkarooloo, Section 13, Fig. 14

Section 13A. north of the northern track crussins Lake Turkarooloo.
OOONARBINE FORMATION
ft. 10 SAND. Very calcarenuN, with nunterouN i -5 cm dolomite nodules and ferruginous sandstone
lumps (reworked from Namba Formation). 5YR8/6-

— Disconformily—
EURINILLA FORMA I ION
2.:^0. CLAY-SILT-SAND. Silt (dominant! lo rtnc grained sand, poorly sorted. Lower Ifl cm moderately
ported medium Grained Nartd. Up to 50% reworked dolomite nodules (pisoliuc) of granule to pebble

sue in lower pari, 7£ x. 5 cm maximum size, and little evidence for abrasion. Upper I0-7i,i cm with gyp-
sum nodules and carbonate patches. Green-black fernuginouu and ttiantianiferous slant, otherwise lieiit

red-brown 2.5YK5/6.
— Duconfuf mils—

NAMBA FOKMATION
5.85. CLAY. GYPSUM. Shghtlv -aiUy clay, very hard, ilght weight, crumbly with greasy iurtre. Colour
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5Y5/2 to 5/1, mottled red-brawn, yellow brown and black, specked with white gypsum flour. SO cm
h<Mizx>n of caulUlowctoid gypsum nodulea 1.10 m from top. Nodules 0.25-0.50 cm diam. with clay
cores, not associated with any porosity change in host sediment.

1.25. DOLOMITE. CLAY. Lower dolomite 0.60 m daS 0.50 m upper dolomite 0.15 m. Lower dolo-
mite nodular ( iniraiormational conglomerate) at top. manganese dendrites throughout White, very line

yraiucd. with 5^ angular silt. Upper dolomite contain** nstracodes. Clny as above.
1 .95. CLAY. S% angular silt to vety fins sand, grading to sand at base and dolomite at top. Very hard,
light, dry and crumbly, with manganese stain.

1.45. SILT. Sill and very fine sand, becoming clayey at top. Bioturbated at top, 2-3 cm burrows, other-
wise finely laminated. Minor bright «reen clay laminae, Top 40 cm impregnated with gypsum, molded
orange blown Very light grey to white overall. Lower contact sharp. Hat.

I 70. CLAY-SILT, DOLOMMK, Clay with 40% situ 5-10% very fine sand. Arenaceous fraction of
moderately sorted, angular grains. Colour 5Y6/L orange to orange-brown mottling. Nodules and
patches of greenish-white very tine grained sandy dolomite, weathering ad 2 cm granules at lop and
bottom. Black stained,

0.78. Alternating SAND and CLAY Sand beds ningc iiora sdi to very fine sand, colour 5V8/2. Clay is

sandy. Individual beds 2-27 cm. Lower beds have sharper contacts and are laminated, v«ry finely cross-

bedded and lensiug. Orange brown mottling and gypsum iit upper part of section. Minor nodular dolo-
mite.

0,80. SiLTY CLAY. Silt to very fine sand 10-20% subangular frosted grains. Clay bas greasy lustre

and 5Y6/2 colour. Upper contact very sharp. Rat.

1.00. SAND and DOLOMITE Sandy clay and clayey sand with dolomite nodules 2-30 cm thick at top
and bottom. Sand is uibanuular lo sahrounded. moderately well sorted, with frosted grains. Weathers
to hard litfht brown sandstone, base cemented with gypsum. Sandy clay is 5Y5/2. clayey sand SY7/3*
molded wjtb yellow green patches, and black patches at base (NI-N5). Very saudv paris are 10YR6/2-
5YR5/2 at have.

Dolomite is very fine grained with boiryoidal Upper surface, in way, tensing beds. Greenish upper sur
faces,

0.30 SAND. As above.
0.33. CLAY. Mottled clay and very fine sand, finely laminated beds which are irregular and lenticular.

and have yellow green O0YR6/6) clay patches and, cross-cutting brown I10YK8'6) patches with black
centres. Sand (5Y7/2). Basal 2 cm fine white sand. Gradational upper contact. Contains dark brown lo
yellow-orange irregular sjlcrete and ironstone nodules.
0.02-0.03. CLAY. As above. Sharp contacts.

0.23. SAND. Very fine, yellnw green clay lamellae. Obscure medium cross bedding, straight forescts

Stained giecm-sh black. Sharp upper contacts,
0.25. CLAY. As higher in the sequence. Upper 540 cm dolomitic yellow-green and brown mottled.
O.tO SAND. As above. Obscurely cross-bedded, selenlte cement di base.

1.30. CLAY. Silty. Very finely laminated, with very small scale cross-bed sew. Colour 5Y6/0.5, rnxa
sionai black and brown patches. Upper contact sharp, flat.

0.70. CLAY. Slightly silly, hard, with sub-conchoidal fracture and greasy lustre. Selemtc on contact with
overlying unit. Slight greenish brown lint, otherwise N4.
Section I IB, south of the northern track, crossing Lake Tarkaruoloo (200 m south of secuon 13A).
Constructed from a series of breakaway slopes, anrf a scoured channel In the centre of the lake.

Beginning from the top of the black clay, as al the base of the previous section, the sequence is -*s

follows (from gully sequence]

;

3.5. CLAY. Dark grey clay with irregular shiny surfaced fractures, becoming lighter coloured towards
base. Crops out poorly, forming low angle vegetated slopes. Upper cunlact sharp, flat. Lower contact
moderately sharp to disturbed.
2.1. SAND. Very fine lo fine grained, black stained. Thin 5 cm beds and line laminate, Brown silcrete

nodules Throughout Thin horizon of DOLOMITE nodules at top. About 20 cin above t&e base are 10

cm of laminated silty limestone with low amplitude symmetrical tipples, mud cracks, and 1-3 mm
ton?; tubules of organic origin. Sharp basal contact with . .

.

0.25. CLAY. A« at lop of e^quence I I3B).
On 3 small noil isolated near the ed$c of the lake, the sequence continues as follows, with some overlap;
0.5V DOLOMITE, Sandy nodular white dolomite. Impregnated with jjypsuni and calcue. j>lus tabular
black manganese concretions.
0*>5 SAND, Fine grained, well sorted, laminated and *llty at base. Cemented by gypsum and calcit© in

part. NumerouK carbonate nodules exhibiting concentric structure- Some have vertical tubular disposi-

itnn wfih an intemal structure suggestive of shrinkage tc.f. silcrcte nodules I Black and brown stain at
base. with, orange brown and yellow £ieen patch slain. This, and the previous unit are equivalent to the
2.1 m of sand described above, with its hed of dolomite nodules

2.5. CLAYEY SILT. Alternating hard clay and clayey silt in very fine lamellae (vnrve-like), Silty prey
clay lenses. Yellow green patches with waxy lustxc. Clay dominant at base. N5, 10Y.V4 to G .'6. Con-
tact with underlying unit sharp, undulating: same contact as at base at 2.1 m sand described in gully
section above.
0-5. CL'\Y. Hard, greavy lustre, irregular fracture. N3 at lop trading down to 5Y4/I.
(fin clay crops out across the bed of the late to its centre* where a scour ntxt to a salt spring exhibits
a further 2.5 m of massive hard grey clay.
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NAMBA FORMATION SUPPLEMENTARY SKCTfON
SADM Wooltana 1 Straligraphic Bore. Section 11 Figi. 3

?ECRIN1LLA FORMATION
10 5.2 m No coTe

5.2 0.9 COBBLE CONGLOMERATE. Cemented with red-brown carbonate. Mica schist, gneiw,
quar&ke. Sandy (medium grained), with subrounded to well rounded, grains;

— VDisconfoimuy—
W1LLAWORT1NA FORMATION AND NAMBA FORMATION iintertonguing>

Up It 6
6.1 1.1 DOLOMITE. Sandy, clayey at base. JYR6/4 lo N6. Srmp upper contact gradaiional

lower contact.

7.2 3.8 CLAV. Slightly sandy, with dolomite nodules. Clay 7Y7/2 with red-brown vertical pine
structure. Sand sunangulur to subrounded. Some gypsum patches in lower part. Lower con-
tact gi'tidalLonal 50 cm core musing.

11.0 0.65 SAND. Fine sand, very poorly sorted, subansular 1o subrounded, Thin tlnfomite beds.
Dolomite nodules. Clay at base

ILtfS to 12.50 No core

1250 16.15 CLAY grading to SAND at base. Numerous dolomite nodules and utme beds.
Extremely poorly sorted medium sand to coarse sill. Some gypsum patches at lop- Green and
red-brown pipe structure. Sand subjugular lo well rounded. Sharp basal contact. 40 cm core
tntssine in sand interval.

2H.65 4.35 CLAY grading to SAND at base. As above. Mica in basal sand. 2.5YK/4-6, 5Y6/1
mottle* Sharp wavy basal contact.

33.00 5.6 CLAY, and DOLOMITE grading to SAND at base. As above, but dolomite beds in upper
clayey pan Dolomite i* 20% clay, Medium mil, extremely poorly-sorted. Sand suhangular
to rounded. Gradaliona! wavy lower contact.

38.6 4,45 CLAY, grading to SANL> at base. A* above. Dolomite beds (brown) and nodules
throughout. Sand patches at top. Lower contact gradational,

43.05 4 95 CLAY grading to DOLOMTTB then SAND at base. As above. Mottled red-brown, green
and yellow grey. Very poorly sorted. Minor core loss. Lower contact gradationol,

45.00 S.I5 SANDY CLAY grading to SAND at base. As above, Dolomite beds and nodules
throughout. Sand laminated, micaceous. Intraformational clay and carbonate at base Sand
reaches medium grain %ize. Subjugular to rounded. Disturbed irregular basal contact.

53.15 14,50 CLAY ci. NAMBA FORMATION. Patchy sand and carbonate near top, Reticulate net-
work of carbonate 'Veins''. Lower part with limonite nodules, irregular shiny black-stained
fractured cLay. Obscurely laminated in middle part, Sand very fine, angular to subrounded
5Y6/1. 2.5YR6/2-S, 10YR8/2. 2.5YR5/6, 5Y7/1.5, 5Y6/I. 5Y5/5. 2-S m core missing,
mainly in upp*r part.

67 65 6.7 SANDY CLAY. Micaceous finely laminated silt becoming pebbly at 72 m, reverting to
clay at base. Extremely poorly sorted. Granite, quartette, shale, quarte and gneiss pebbles,
Very angular to subrounded. Clay inliaformationallv brecciated and burrowed in lower part.
Minor carbonate, c.f W1LLAWORTINA FORM ATTON, Gradations! lower contact.

NAMBA FORMATION
Unit 5
74.35 4» Alternating DOTOMTTE and CLAY Dolomite <5— 10 cm thick), oolitic white, aphanitic.

wilh charophytes, ostracodes, molluscs and unidentified calcareous ^(ant fossils. Numerous
burrows in clay beds fall about I m thick). Micaceous silt in part. Bioturbated. Laminated
at base. Sharp basal contact.

79.25 7.9 CLAY, minor DOLOMITE- Upper part .similar to above, laminated and burrowed. Clay
NYtf/f-f-2 5YR4/6, becoming sandy at base, with rounded clay clasts. Basal contact grada-
tional.

87.15 175 SANDY CLAY Calcareous. 5Y5/1 to 5Y6/1. Sharp basal contact -

88.90 0.10 CLAY. Sharp contacts.

»9 00 2.00 Intcrbedded DOLOMITK and CLAY, nolomite as above. Very finely inlerlaminatcd wiih
brittle, swelling day. Shrinkage cracks common. Burrowed. Contacts on carttonate beds sham
and wavy to disturbed irregular. 7Y5/1, 5Y6/1, N3.5, 5Y4/2.

91.0 2,55 MAKL and GYPSUM. Alternating thin selenite and calcareous clay. Sharp contacts ou
gypsum. Gradational lower contact. Black to dark olive.

$3 55 4.rt0 CLAY grading to DOl OMITE and MARL at uase. Numerous gypsum nodules, 4Y5/1.
5Y8-'2- Mottled 5YR6/7. Minot gypsum buri-inae. Contacts wavy gTadational to disturbed
irregular. InlraformationaJ brecciated,

irB.15 3.55 CALCAREOUS CLAY. Trrceular shiny fractures, oxidized red-brown patches. Swelling,
very porous. Subaqueous shrinkage cracks.

•01.7 $.|5 CLAY. Sandy in centre, with selenite veins infilling slickensided joints. Sand laminated.
Clay with irregular shiny surfaced fraaurcs as ubov«. I0-15 6/A very fine sand to silt. Alternat-
ing colour pattern—oxidized Ted-luown clay pa.sses down lu 3Y4/2 to 6Y7/1 <:layT has sharp
upper surfaces. Basal contact it-regular, disturbed-

1 10.85 7.1 CLAY. As above. Basal thin white dolomite. Churned structure suggest* bioturbation.
JIS.00 7.45 CLAV grading to SITT in lower hair. Silt well laminated, micaceous, very small scaJe
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cross-laminated. Grains very angular 1o sub-rounded Silt moderately sorted. Lower contact
moderately sharp.

125.45 4.55 Aliernaring SAND, CLAY. Sand very fine, micaceous, small scale cross bedded,
laminated J,ower contact moderately sharp.

129.00 1.60 As above. Lower contact irregular, wavy,
130.80 9.00 SAND, inteibedded CLAY, Sand fine to medium, well sorted small to medium scale

ci08&-bc4deU- Micaceous and with clay balls. Grams very angular to subrounded. Sharp wavy
contact*.

l>8.<X) 2.60 SAND. At above. Upward fining. Some clay at top. burrowed. Poorly sorted, average
verv fine grained. Wavy moderately sharp lower contact.

140,60 6.70 Alternating SAND, SILT, CLAY. CARBONATE. Sand as above. Carbonate nodulaT.
Clay dark grey. Bioturbated and intrnformattonalty brecciated- Mainly fining upward
sequence?. Sand dominant. Contacts irregular, disturbed.

UnJt3
147.30 26.10 CLAY grading to SAND in lower 15 m. Manganese nodules above sand. Minot sand

bed Qi 157 m Clay N5, numerous irregular shiny fracture*. Sandy, averaging very fine silt.

very poorly curled. Sand and very line silt, very poorly sorted. Sand very fine, burrowed and
laminated. Very angular to angular grains- Irregularly disturbed lower* contact.

163 40 3.80 SILT. 5Y6.5/0.23, orange brown mottles, obscure lamination, bioturbated. Sharp wavy
lower contact. Grades to very fine sand at base.

1 65 20 3,4 SAND. Fining upwards from fine sand to clay. Thin clay bed with sharp contacts near
lup. Medium scale cross-bedded- 6Y6/I to 5Y7/2. Sand poorly sorted. Moderately share*
wavy lower contact,

1 66.80 4.00 CLAY grading to SAND at base. Upper 1 m sandy > lower very fine obscurely laminated
sand, Clay with irregular fractures* 5Y4/I. Sand beds have gradations! contacts.

170.80 4.50 AS ABOVE. Minor sand at 172.2 m. Basal very fine sand, moderately sotted, obscurely
small scale cross laminated, burrowed. Gypsum nodules. Clay a.s above with fractures and
orange to red-brown mottles. Sund very angular to angular.

175.30 7.4 Sill. Laminated fine, very poorly sotted sdt, gypsum nodules at lop. very small scale
cross-bedded, some burrows. 3 m missing in central part. Sharp wavy lower contact.

182.7 4.6 SANDY CLAY, grading to SAND at base, Cycle as above, Some calcareous zones, 5Y5/I,
5Y3/4. Sandy at lft5 nr Basal sand fine grained, sub-nounded. Moderately sorted. Lower con-
tact moderately sharp.

1*7.3 8.8 SANDY CLAY, SAND act base, Upper 3/4:N2 Bp 5GY7/0.5 clay as above with fractures
and sandy patches. Dolomite nodules at conlact with sand. Sand very fine to fine, very poorly
sorted, 5Y6/I to N8. Burrowed near top sand, rest blotuibaied, obscurely cross stratified^

196.10 0.9 SILT, Minor alternating clay and <and, sharp contacts. Silt laminated. Lower contact
sharp arid wavy.

Unit 2
1*7.0 14.0 Alternating DOLOMITE. CLAY, SILT and SAND. Complex inter-relatiOnship between

clay-dolomite cycles and sand and day beds c.f. above, Contacts variable. Dolomite intra-
formalionally ni-ecciated. Sdt laminated. Bioturbated and burrowed horizons. Claya with
irregular fractures and orange mottles. Beds 40 cm-1-5 m thick.

211.0 IfO Alternating LIMESTONE, DOLOMITE and CLAY. Consists of 1-2 m carbonate beds
grading up to clay via disturbed zone. Clay beds burrowed or bioturbated, 10Y5/2 to
I0YR7/2. Base of dolomite beds sharp and wavy. Dolomite aphnnitic, white laminated, with
oolitic zone. Osttacodes common, algnl mats present 7onc 215 217 m of very narrow clay
filled cracks. Irregular shiny fractures dominate in clay near base, otherwise absent. At top of
this sequence is 5 cm gnethite-limonite crust.

"227.3 8.7 CLAY. Calcareous, mtiaformationally brecciated with numerous white carbonate specks.
Irregular shiny surfaced fractures. Nl, to olive green. Quartz rare, very line to fine, angulnr.
Lower contact cradaliomd

236.0 8.45 CLAY. Fissile pyrilic carbonaceous very finely laminated clay with silt parting. Fine
laminae of Nl to dark olive or 5Y2/I colour Numerous plant stem and leaf impressions or
fruiting bodies, fish spines and scales, oslraeude* (often in pure layers), gastropod proto-
conchs, spores and pollen. Burrows (pyrite filled) and bedding plane traces. Numerous pyrite-
marcasite nodules. Some subaqueous shrinkage cracks.

WII.LAWORTJNA FORMATION TYPE SECTION
Western Nuclear WC2 Bore. Section 10, Fig. 3

?COONARBINE FORMATION and 7EUR1N1LLA FORMATION
0.00 to 7.05 Tunings only. SANDY PEBBLES, SAND. Micaceous, calcareous, Impregnated with gyp-

sum (except sand). Angular to very angular, 2 5YR4/S, 2.5YR.V6.— DisconformiLy—
Wn.TAWORTINA FORMATION—MEMBER 3

7.45 0.44 No recovery.
7.89 |.(5 SAND as below, 1-3% muscovite.
S.54 0.30 No recovery.
9-84 3.95 SAND grading to SILT. Sand very poorly sorted and vciy fine grained, till coarse, pebbly
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and micaceous. Thin pebble bed grading up to sand at base. Porous zones impregnated with
gypsum.

13.79 0.25 No recovery.
14 04 1.21 PEBBLY CLAY SILT, poorly sorted, with basal pebble bed, impregnated with gypsum.
15.25 1.50 No recovery.

16.75 0.24 PEBBLES, subrounded to rounded. Coarse fcldspathic gneiss, fine biotile quartz feld-

spar gneiss, purple stained coarse feldspar*

16.99 0.68 No recovery.

17.67 0.13 SAND, pebbly, coarse grained. Feldspars, rftuscovile, btotitc

17.80 1.98 No recovery—a few abraded pebbles.

1995 0.24 SAND, fine grained and micaceous.
20.1

9

0.22 No recovery.
20.41 0.38 GRANULES grading up to PEBBLES.
20.79 1.45 No recovery.

22.24 0.28 GRANULES to SAND, medium grained. Larger grains subrounded. Mica 5%, pink
potash feldspar 15-20%.

22.52 0.64 No recovery.
23.16 0.33 CLAYEY SAND, very fine grained and micaceous, sharp wavy content with overlying 20

cm of COBBLES. 5-10% muscovite, pink potash feldspar. Yellowish grey (5Y7/2).
24.4 1.49 No recovery.
24.98 0.1 1 SAND, grading up to GRANULES. Sand medium grained with dull, pitted or shiny sur-

faced, angular to subangutar grains. 15-20% feldspar (mostly pink potash variety). Musco-
vite and biotite flakes in the quartz.

25.09 0.80 No recovery.
25.89 0.20 SAND, pebbly, micaceous and overall fine grained.

26.09 0.72 No recovery.

26.81 0.14 COBBLES, sandy.
26.95 0.47 No recovery.
27.42 0.17 Pebbly micaceous coarse sand.

27.59 1.00 No recovery.

28.59 0.27 SAND, grading over short interval to COBBLES at top. Sand is poorly sorted and
micaceous, medium grained.

28.86 1.61 No recovery.
30,47 0.27 COBBLES, passing over short interval to medium micaceous SAND.
30.74 0,72 No recovery.

31.46 0.53 SAND, grading to COBBLES in upper half. Sand micaceous and poorly sorted, medium
grained. Oasts pink quartzite with micaceous hematite, purple fine quartzile, vein quartz.

large potash feldspar pebbles.

31.99 1.00 No recovery.

32.99 0.26 SANDY PEBBLES, micaceous.
33.20 0.58 No recovery.

33.78 0.30 SAND, coarse and poorly sorted, micaceous.
34.08 0.30 No recovery.

34.40 0.39 PEBBLY SAND, very poorly sorted, micaceous, coarse grained. Dusky yellowish grcv

C5Y6/2).
34.79 6.57 No recovery.

35.36 0.24 CLAY, sandy, micaceous.
35.60 0.62 No recovery.

36.22 0.13 PEBBLY SAND, fine grained, moderate reddish brown (2.5YR5/6 to 4/6).
36.35 2.00 No recovery.
38.35 0.30 COBBLES and PEBBLES overlain by fine grained CLAYEY SAND.
38.65 0.20 No recovery.

38.85 0.56 GRANULE bed, thin, overlain by thick SANDY COBBLY PEBBLE bed (white Vein

quartz, pink potash feldspar, pink ferruginous quartzite, coarse siliceous gneiss or granite, dark
grey shale, weathered fine gneiss).

39 41 0.77 No recovery.

40.18 0.20 SAND as before, with clayey sandy cobble bed at top.

40.38 0.71 No recovery.

41.09 2.46 SAND, coarse at base, grading up to extremely poorly sorted fine sand. Vertically

oriented reddish brown pipes.

43.55 0.29 No recovery,
43.84 0.53 PEBBLY SAND, sand medium grained.

44.37 0.23 No recovery.
44.65 2.77 Fine SAND as before, grading up to pebbly medium grained sand in upper I /3.

47.42 0.18 No recovery.

47.60 1.47 SAND, poorly sorted and very fine grained, micaceous, with scattered granules, two tb r

pebble beds at base.

48.02 0.63 No recovery.
49.70 0.35 PEBBLES, passing over short interval la SAND, clayey, micaceous and fine grained.

poorly sorted.
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50.05 1.64 No recovery.
51.69 0.34 CLAYEY SAND, coarse and very poorly sorted, grading to boulders. Metaquartzitc

clasts.

52.03 1.23 No recovery.
53.26 0.29 SAND, micaceous and very fine, light yellow-brown (7YR5/6). Very poorly sorted.
53.55 1.25 No recovery.
54.80 0.50 SAND, very micaceous, very fine grained. Pebble bed in centre (granite, banded pink

and white quartzite).
55,30 0,58 No recovery.
55.80 0.63 SAND, fine, grading up to fine grained with scattered granules.
56.43 0.30 No recovery,
56,73 0.44 SAND, as above. Feldspathic quartzite pebbles.
57.17 0.48 No recovery.
57.65 0.40 SAND, as above, pebble cobble bed in centre.
58.05 0.49 No recovery,
58.54 0,84 CLAY, and pebbly SAND, coarse grained. Grades rapidly to micaceous CLAYEY

SAND, fine grained, in upper 30 cm.
59.38 0.69 No recovery.
60.07 0.56 SAND, as below, lining to fine grain size at top,

MEMBER 2
60.63 0.66 No recovery.
61.29 0.54 SAND, as below, no granules.
61.83 1.43 No recovery.
63.26 0.99 SAND, slightly clayey, medium grained, with granules. Coarsening upwards.
64.25 1.50 No recovery.
65.75 0.23 COBBLES; massive pink granite, very fine dark quartzite, pink feldspar with ?horn-

blcnde.
65.98 1 ,30 No recovery.
67.28 O.JO SAND, medium micaceous and clayey.
67.38 0.19 No recovery.
67.57 0.34 GRANULES, grading to CLAY-SILT.
67.91 0.84 CLAYEY SAND, coarse, pebbic intcrbeds.
68.75 0,05 No recovery.
68.80 0.47 SAND, coarse and poorly sorted, pebbly. Pebbles of quartz and gneiss.
69.27 0.14 No recovery.
69.41 0.41 SANDY CLAY, as before grading up to COBBLY SAND.
69.82 0.12 No recovery.
69.94 0.18 SANDY CLAY, as before. Micaceous.
70. 1

2

0.25 No recovery.
70.95 0.85 Silty clay grading up to cobbles,
71.82 0.33 No recovery.
72.15 0.27 SAND, medium, grading up to CLAY.
72.42 0.13 No recovery.
72.55 4.07 SILT, extremely poorly sorted, medium size.

76.62 0.1 1 No recovery.
76.73 1.40 SAND, very fine, pebbly, grading to SANDY SILT CLAY.
78.13 0.95 No recovery.
79.08 0.85 GRANULES (lower 20 cm) grading up over short interval to SAND, clayey, medium

grained, very poorly sorted.
79.93 0.17 No recovery.
80.10 1.68 SAND, very fine, grading to very coarse at top. 1% muscovitc and biotitc, 10-15%

potash feldspar. Grains very angular to subangular and dull, Small grains shinv and faceted.
Extremely poor sorting.

81.78 15 No recovery.
81.93 0.25 SAND, fine grained, very poorly sorted.
82.18 0.16 No recovery.
82.34 0.85 GRANULES, basal bed, grading over short interval to very poorly sorted CLAY, very

sandy.
MEMBER I

83.18 0,06 No recovery.
83.24 0.76 CLAY, lower 10 cm sharp contact with SAND, coarse grained to granule sized. CLAY

thin bed at top. Extremely poorly sorted.
84.00 0.37 No recovery.
84.10 0.10 SAND, fine grained, clayey.
84.47 1.37 No recovery.
85.84 1.50 SILTY CLAY. Very poorly sorted, with thin coarse sand beds.
87.34 2,03 No recovery.
89.37 5.74 SILT, SILTY CLAY. Extremely poorly sorted coarse silt, silty clay micateous. Thin

coarse grained sand bed (91.2 m), above which the sediment coarsens from clay to very fine
grained sand.
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95.11 0.45 No recovery.
95.56 1,81 SAND, grading to CLAY at top Sand very coarse, clay silty and micaceous wt!h a thin

granule bed near Ihe top. Yellowish grey ( 5Y5/I ).

97.37 0.26 No recovery.

97,63 3-7? SANDY CLAY, SAND. Sandy clay has medium grained sand fraction, very poorly

soiled, grades to clayey coarse sand, wrlh very angular u> subangulnr pitted to shiny grain*

Fcldsp4r is common. The base of til* interval is taken as the base of the W1LLAWORT1NA
FORMATION

101.42 1.08 No recovery. —'/Disocnioroiity—
NAMBA FORMATION

102.50 2.30 CLAY. 15-20% subaruailar to subrounded sand, minor mica. Sand palehy near base,

with Irregular shiny-surfaced fractures (skcw-plsnesi. 5Y6.5/2 lo 4Y5/L Basal contact sharp.

30 crn core missing near base.

104.80 LIU CLAY. As above. 10<& sand, no mica, nodular and swelling with well developed frac-

tures. Alunite mottles at base, 20 cm core missing in centre of interval. 1Y4/1, lo 6YR6/1 a»

base. Sharp basal contact.

105.90 4.90 CLAY, grading to SILT in basal 60 cm. Tniraformalionally brecciatcd and burrowed (at

109 m> with some laminated intervals. Well developed alunite streaks, which decrease in abun-

dance with depth, being absent at the- base. 6YR6/ 1-6/2 grading to N8 at base. 70 cm core

mwsine at various intervals, mainly near lop. Basal contact irregular, disturbed.

110,80 10.50 CLAY .grading to SILT at 144.4 m and SAND at 119.4 m Clay intraformationally

brecciaied, 15-25% very angular to subrounded sand. Sill micaceous. Sand micaceous. Cross

bedded in 30 cm sets, and laminated, line grained, well sorted. Grains angular to subrounded.

Basat contact gradational. Weak alunite horizon 50 cm below lop of unit, absent al 1 15 m.
Colour 5YR5/T above alunite. N8 below, '2.1 m core missing in silt and sand beds. Wavy in-

dtstinn lower contact.

12120 70 SILT.
tZl,L>0 1-45 SAND. Micaceous, laminated, obscurely cioss-bedded Fine grained and moderately well

sorted. Shurp lower contact, 70 cm core missing in centre of unit.

123.35 3.10 SAND. Minor clay at top, fine grained micaceous sand in centre, lower half grading lo

very coarse sand at base, Subangular to subrounded, large grains highly polished composites.

Mostly no core, there being 50 cm recovered. Basal contact sharp,

126.45 945 SILT and CLAY (below 129 m). Clay, nodular, dark brown, sill greenish white. Sandy
patches. Sand grains often show crystal faces—bipyrarnids. Indistinct contacts observed at

129,25, 129.4, 129.6 associated with weak alunite horizon. Colour 10YR6/2-5Y8/1 in this

zone. Below 131.80 irregular shiny surfaced fractures and some alunite specks. Colour
5Y5'T-4, 3Y3/1. 17% silt. Grains very angular to angular. Much cure misting Ihroughout.

recovery 40 9&.

WILLAWORTTNA FORMATION SUPPLEMENTARY OVTCROP SECTION
'^Wenalooaa 11 Homestead .Area. Section I. Fig. I

WILLASVORTINA FORMATION
Unit 9. 37.9 COBBLES. Brown uuartzite cobbles in a matrix as for unit n". Basal bed of almost lOO'ft

grey-Wuc limestone cobbles. Rare red sandstone, quartz and yellow-brown siU'cified carbonate
cobbles in float. Exposure poor, top not exposed.

Unit 8. 49.2 SANDY' CLAY, red brown.
379

Unit 7. 20.8 COBBLE to BOULDER beds. Matrix as for unit 6, cemented with secondary white car-

87.1 bonate which may be powdery and soft, or hard vugny and crystalline, Cobbles of brown
quartzttc with 20% bine-grey limestone (resembling Cambrian limestones). Rare very large

boulders of grey massive nmroeiystAlJine quartzitic sikrete with large milky qunrtz pebbles.

Unit 6. 13.0 <approx.) CLAY' SAND. Red brown very poorly sorted and calcareous,

107.0
Unit 5. 2.0 (approx.) COBBLES. Brown quartzite cobbles scattered through matrix as for unit 4.

Lcnscs out along strike.

Unit 4. 7.0 (appro*.) CLAYEY SILT SAND As for unit 2-

Unit 3. 1.0 (appro*,) PEBBLY COBBLES, As for unit I. more matrix. Ihin iild tensing along Strike.

Unit 2. 5.5 (approx.) CLAYEY SILT SAND. Red brown, with a calcareous matrix. *arne1im« thinly

laminated,
Unit I. 4.0 \approX.) COBBLES, Brown quartzitc pebble* and cobbles in calcareous red-brown silty

140.1 sand, lenses of calcareous medium sand at base. The sandstone fills channels, which haw
groove casts on the base. Cementation is weak, and pebbles weather out readily with thin cal-

careous crusts. Proportion of matrix low The unit cms into deep red brown clayey silt,

probablv Namba Formation. Although the contact here is sharp, there may be an intet-

tonguing relationship along strike. The unit grades laterally to the south into pebbly clayey

sandstone.

The following part of the section is poorly exposed, and is yet to be fully described;— Disconformily—
?N.\MBA FORMATION
12.U SAND. Very fine greenish sand grading tip Into silty grey-green clay writh gypsum patches.
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7.2 CALCAREOUS SANDSTONE. Very angular sand with soft crystalline carbonate cemeflL Contains
pebbles of very angular sandstone* carbonate, rounded brown quarrzite,. polished milky quartz, chert

granules.

51.2 CLAY. Dark green-grey clay with greenish-yellow-stauied patches, slightly sandy. Thin white nodu-
lar dolomicrite is present near the base, and may be a fades variant of the previously described unit,

8.2 SAND. Reddish to greenish silty fine to medium sand.

8.2 CALCAREOUS SANDSTONE. Essentially a sandy limestone with about equal quantities of
medium grained angular sand and lime. Weathers grey, with a sculptured rough surface.

144.7 CLAY. Grey green to olive, greasy irregular fracture, sandy and silty- Minor dark olive to $rey
clay. Mottled with red-brown iron oxides. The interval 430-350 ai (measured from top of the unit 9
in the Willawortina Formation section) is very poorly exposed and deeply weathered.
Near the top of these beds tn the northern part of the 3tea T

is a thin white dolomicrite bed.— Disconfotmity—
7EYRE FORMATION
2.0 SANDSTONE. Massive calcareous medium grained sandstone, partly silicincd, and capped by rem-
nant silcrete, dipping with the section.

2.0 CONGLOMERATE. Granule to pebble-sized polished white quartz, grey chert, iron5tonc. Pebble to
cobble-sized angular Middle Cambrian sandstone. All in medium well-rounded sand matrix, cemented hy
calcium carbonate. Pebbles are patently distributed, and the whole crops out as a low ridge with caver-
nous weathering and of brownish grey colour. Medium scale cross-bedding is prominent. The unit nas
an angular unconformable relationship with the underlying Middle Cambrian red-beds, though dips arc
abulia/.

Appendix IT

YOUNOER CAJNO201C UNITS
FIG, 15 SECTIONS 2-9

I Sec Fig. 1 for locations, and uusin text for access and photo points)

SUPPLEMENTARY SECTION, COONARBINE FORMATION
SECTION 2

COONARBINE FORMATION
L7 SANDY SILT, with basal pebble bed. Sand dark brown (5YR3/5) Size varies from silt to very fine

sand, moderatery poorly sorted. No bedding planes visible. Columnar structure well developed. Basal
clasls may be small cobble siae, and arc of metamorpMc rocks and quartz— Disconformity—
EUKINILLA FORMATION
2.2-2.5 CLAYEY SILT-SAND. Very poorly sotted, with u regular-shaped frosted or pitted grains. Con-
tains pebble lenses (though not in the figured section) and large irregular aphanitic greenish white
sandy carbonate himps. The latter are probably derived from the upper carbonate in Wboltana 1 bore
(section II, Fig. 3) At top of 0.5—1 cm diameter branching vertically orirnted cylindroids of pinkwh
"chalky"' textured carbonate, representing a fossil soil horizon.— Disconfotmity

—

0.2 CALCAREOUS SAND. Pebbly sand (coarse grained), solidly cemented by pinkish buff (5YR7/2)
carbonate, Cutour deiived mainly from oranee-stained quartz grains. Laminated and thin bedded. Beds
dip, suggesting cross-bedding is present (outcrops seen in plan only, in creek bed)
Possibly xepieseots Willawortina Formation, or unnamed conglomerate equivalents of MUlyexa Fo/ma-
lion.

SUPPLEMENTARY SECTION, COONARBINE FORMATION, EURTNTLLA FORMATION
SECTION 3

Location, Curnamona Siccus map sheet. Air photo icf.; S. Aust. Dcpt Lands Svy, 361, run 2, photo no.
4442. The section is situated on the northwestern hank of the p3smore River, close to the point where *.t

debouches in to Lake Frome,
RECENT
0.00—1 20 Mobile bright, red-brown dune sand, sharp erosional contact with underlying units.— DisconforraJry—
COONARBINE FORMATION
1.00-3.50 SAND. Yellow-brown, with large scale dune-type cross-bedding. Sharp erosional basal con-
tact. A lag of pebbles (eroded from the Eurinilla Formation) i&;il tbe base,
Numerous broken mature snail shells are present in the upper part of the unit. Aboriginal artifacts, cal
cified tree roots, emu shell, and vertebrate bones occur in the uppermost level (or possibly on the
upper surface in the case of the artifacts and emu shells).

Strongly developed columnar structure is present (resulting from Noil processes).— Disconformity—
EUKINILLA FORMATION
1JJ0 PEBBLY CLAY-SILT and SAND, Sand at base, medium-grained, yellow brown, numerous
pebbles and rare flat cobbles, cemented by gypsum. Pebbles are milky and clear quarts and very angu-
lar fragments of calcite-cemented conglomerate, overlain by bright red-brown silty clay

UoQumed Conglomerate (TMillyera Formation equivalent)

D.I 5 CONGLOMERATE Thin, calcite cemented. Pebbles weather out without adhering crost- Pebbles
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as for overlying unit plus ?Naiuha Fotmalioc doloaitcrite. and brown carbonate nodules from Willawor-
Una Formation. Carbonate penetrates into top of underlying bed— Discontormiiy—
WII LAWORTINA FORMATION
2.05 SlLTY CLAY Sandy. B^enkh-brown with red-brown mottles, hard. Patches of gypsum nodules.
Paitly calciiicd at top. Block,y columnar structure visible (resulting from soil processes). Upper contact
sbrrrr\ undulating.

MILLYBRA FORMATION TYPE SECTION
SECTION 4

IV30 SAND Reworked from older unit into base of dunes.
0.70 SAND. Coarse grained, with many gypsum grains and anomalous pebble sized angular quart*
(milky). Powdery humrnocky gypsum often developed at top (soil profile),— Disconformily —
EUWN1LLA FORMATION
1. 10 CLAYEY SAND. Very fine-grained, sub-rounded to rounded, good sphericity, moderate sorting.

Numerous charophyte oogonia. Many greenish, yellow and brown grains, Colour 5YR5/6. Capped by
gypsum mist, of gypsum nodules in clayey sand (groundwater deposit),— Disconformilv—
MILLYERA FORMATION
Unit 7. 0.50 CLAY. Soft, couchotdal fracture. Contact with overlying Eutirtilla Formation sharp and

Out. Very dark yellowish brown. The oxidized crumbly appearance and shiny surfaces (cutans)
on crumbs suggest soil processes have operated, and indicate a disconfoimity between Millyera
and Eurinilln Formations,

Unit 6. 0,40 SAND. Very fine to medium grained. Grains subangutar to rounded and frosted. Charo-
phyte oogonia .5%. Grades by alternation, la . . .

Unit 5, 0.50 CLAYEY SAND. Sand fraction well-ported, with snhangular to angular rounded grains,

sharp fiat upper contact. Greenish yellow (IOY7/2).
Unit 4, 0.70 CLAYEY SAND. Interbedded thin clay and very fine to fine clayey srmd 0.25-050 mm

thick. The sand is very well sorted, with subrounded to rounded high sphericity frosted grain*.

Darker oxidized clay present. Yellowish grey (5Y7/2). Lower contact gradationaJ.

Unit 3, 0.30 CLAY as for unit 1.

Unit 2. 0.40 LIMESTONE and CLAY, Near the top or the sequence each clay lamina grades up to
charophyte stem-mould limestone (up to I cm thick), These limestone beds harden on weather-
ing, producing sheets and slabs with a metallic ring when struck. Intervening lamellae are 0.5-

2 cm thick. Some of the Chorales tubules are oriented and small turreted gastropods all.

"coxietla" are pteseut (henceforth referred to as "Coxivlta"). An oxidized zone exists beneath
the limestone. The limestones form a distinctive marker horizon 20-30 cm thick. Contact with
unit 1 and unit 3 are gradational hy alternation.

Unit |, 10 CLAY, brittle, soft, waxy lustre. Distinctly laminated and thin bedded (1-5 cm), each
lamina grades up to a thin fine silt layer wilh charophyte oogonia and Oslracoda. White car-
bonate granules occur near the base of the sequence. Scattered medium polished or ftosicd
quartz grains, sometimes up to A0% of the rock, occasionally loaning sand lenses- Yellowish
grey (5Y6/2—clav, lighter for sand). Base not exposed.

SUPPLEMENTARY SECTION. COONARB1NE FORMATION, EUKINILLA FORMATION, MILL-
YERA FORMATION

SECTION 5

OjOO-3.50 SAND. Red brown sand ot modern dunes rcwurked from Coonarbfne Formation.
COONARBINE FORMATION
1 .00 SAND- Light biown. Numerous vertically oriented small cyliudroids of *oft white carbonate, of
soil profile. Emu shell, aboriginal artifacts and rare mature snail shells occur in uppermost level, Forms
longitudmal dunes — Discunformily—
EURINILLA FORMATION
Unh2. 4.00 SAND, fine to medium gjained, wilh subangular rough of pitted grains, poorly sotted.

Stratification absent. Grades to unit I over short distance. Light brown (5YR4/7).
Until 4.0l> SAND, medium grained, brown (5YR6/f»K lighter coloured beds alternate near base,

Croxs-bcddcd, sets 40 cm, leasing, gently curved coarse and fine laminae, sharp eroded upper
contacts, asymptotic bottomsets. Laminae 0.^-1 cm, by variation in clay content. Sets aie
gently inclined toward Lake Millyera. Numerous charophyte oogonia.
Lightly cemented with clear or white finely crystalline carbonate. Pinkish irrcgiilaT nodules,
weathering as brown lumps and slabs on surface. Carbonate gives white cast !o This part of the
section, and causes slight benching. Partly cemented with massive gypsum in the basal layers.— Disconformity—

MILLYERA FORMATION
Unit S, 1,60-2,50 CLAY. Very hard, shiny irregular fractures, coated with black iron oxide and whits

carbonate at top (soil hoiizon). Impregnated wilh vertically oriented gypsum masses, in 5-
10 cm columns (fossil groundwater horizon) at top. No silt content. Colour 10YoV2. Sirrtilai

to Willawortina Formation. Upper contact sbnin. flat. Grades dowu to light green soft clay in-

terbedded with very fine grained while sand rich in charophvte oogonia. Intcrtongues with
unit 4.
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Unit4, 4.00-3.00 SAND. Sill to very fine grained sand, with coarse lenses. Numerous thin 0.5-5 crn
clay beds and lamellae near lop, which are crowded with algal tubules (charophytes 1. Some
rare imnsfve charophyte crusts consisting entirely of strap-lite algal forms with numerous
large oogonis. Charophyte oogonia common in upper sands. Clay pellet layers common. Sand
grains are subrounded to well-rounded smooth or frosted, with moderate sotting. Small scale
cross-laminated sets* 10 cm thick, with curved laminae.
Upper surface may be cemented with gypsum of a fossil groundwater horizon.

Unit J. 0,00-0 93 SAND. Very fine grained, well sorted. Colour 5YR6/8. Impregnated with massive
gypsum and disc-shaped crystals of gypsum. Grades by alternation of 1-4 cm thick beds into
overlying unit, in which it forms a lense. Contacts between lamellae are wavy, lenticular, and
tippled in some cases. Resembles Tirari Formation, Basal angular quartz granule layer, often
nesting directly on underlying gypsum sediment.

Unit 2. 25 LIMESTONE-GYPSUM. Greenish slightly sandy clay with 20 cm of imerbakfed thin
(0.5 cm) gypsum laminae at top, which grades laterally into laminated algal stem (tubules of
charophytes) limestone-. The limestone *nd gypsum contain charophyte oogonia. The gypsum
contains scattered very coarse sand grams, and surfaces arc assytnetrically ripple-marked, or
have botryoiiial "puff" structure,

Unit L 0.70 SAND. As for unit 4. Orange and yellow stained, especially near base, greenish where un-
oxidized. Reworked distorted clay fragments from underlying units at base.— DisconformUy—

NAMBA FORMATION
3.28 SILTY CLAY, grey lo black, tough. Gfadjng down to grey, clayey, poorly Jorled fine sand. Greasy
lustre on ircgulat fracture surfaces. Gypsum patches and cracks at Top infilled with overlying sand.

SUPPLEMENTARY SECTION. MILLYERA FORMATION
SECTION 6

EUR1NTLLA FORMATION
At least 2.0 brigfit red brown SANDS. — Disconformity—
MILLYERA FORMATION
Unit 7 0.20 CALCAREOUS SANDSTONE. Very fine to medium grained moderately sorted sand,

30% carbonate. Grains pitted Or frosted* subrounded to rounded, alternates with very fine

sand. Coarser sand contains charophyte tubules and rare oogonia, Some pink and black sand
grains, rare carbonate grains. Weathered colour white (N10), unweatbered greyish yellow
f$Y8/4l.
Elsewhere passes to hard platy limestone identical with 2. Impregnated with numerous white
gypsum cylirtdtoids. Gradational contact with 6.

Unit 6. 0.62 SAND. As for sand in 3 but nncemented, distinct contact With 5. Colour moderate red-
dish ycHow (2Y7/4),

Unit 5. 1.20 CLAYEY SAND. Moderately sorted, with black and orange grains scattered through-
out. Irregularly cemented into very hard massive nodules and sheets by fine grained white to
phuV carbonate. Yellow and brown mottling common near base, white gypsum and carbonate
spots throughout. Yellowish grey (5Y6/2).

Unit 4. 025 SAND, SlLTY CLAY. Grades from clay to very fine sand, grains poorly rounded.
Colour vetlawish (5Y7/2) oxidized to moderate brown (3YK6/7) in patches.

Unit 3. 5 LIMESTONE. CALCAREOUS CLAY. Varies laterally from burrowed soft calcareous
clay, with 30% silt to fine sand, to hard sandy white limestone. The former has 1-2 mm
diameter vertical burrows (insects?) and the latter ha* scattered charophyte oogonia and
shrinkage cracks. The base oF the hurrowed horizon is gradational, and lumps of the underly-
ing unit are worked into it

Unit 2 0.10-0.20 LIMESTONE. Laminated, platy. hard, metallic ring when struck. Constitutes
numerous tubules of charophytes, and patche* of "Coxiella". Contact with 4 not observed,
contact with 1 distinct, undulating.

Unit 1. 0.50. On east side of channel, SAND, very fine grained, nodular white carbonate at lower con-
tact. Pale grey, Massive carbonate-cemented at top with shrinkage phenomena apparently re-
lated to drying of carbonate.
On west side of channel. CLAYEY SAND. Moderate to well sorted, angular grains. Yellow-
ish grey (5Y6/1) but speckled yellowish green, Grades up into unit 3-

NAMGA FORMATION
0,10 Black tough clay. Sharp fiat upper contact.

ELIR1NILLA FORMATION AND COONARBINE FORMATION TYPE SECTIONS; MILLYERA
FORMATION SUPPLEMENTARY SECTION

SECTION 7

Modern dune sands— Diszonformity—
COONARBINE FORMATION
Unit 4. 0.70 SAND, very fine 1o medium grained, silly. Fine size dominant, well sorted, well

rounded, frosted. Light brown (5YR5/6) Al lop » 20 cm of sort white carbonate, consisting
of 0,5 cm cylindroids and tubules (plant roots?) with 1-2 cm lumps at the top, grading to
blotchy white carbonate as for unit 2.
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Unil 3. 1,62 SAND, bimodal, medium-coar&e and very fme to fine. Btmc^ality disappears downward,
grain size becomes finer, and sorting poorer. Some patches of white sand are present ift live

essentially morale yellowish orange (9YR5/6) coloured sequence. Top i* moderate reddi«h
brown (3YRS/6). Large scale cross-bedding is just visible. A well developed fossil carbonatc-
rlcfe *oU Horizon mark; the top. It is 50 em thick smd consists of moderately hard rather
irregular nodules and cylindroids, and gypsum cylindroids.

' Tii 7 1,80. SAND, fine-grained ranging to coarse, grades down to CLAY-SILT. Moderately poor
sorting. No siem of stratification. Colour light tu»wn to reddbb yellow I.6YR5/6-3YR5/6).
Weakly developed whitish carbonate patches at lop (soil horizon).

Unit I, 1.00 SAND. Bimodal. on medium-coarse groined nod very-fine grained boundaries. Dark rod
brown (2YR4.-V6). Indistinctly horizontally laminated, upper contact tharp and fiat, lower
contact obscure, apparently gradational,— Diseonforrolty—

FURINILLA FORMATION
Unit 3 5-50 SaND. ae above Solour light brown (7YR6/4), Constitutes a single cro»s-bed set. Con-

tact with unil !, sharp, inclined. Mai. Irregular gypsum as for unit t at base. Upper 10—20 im-
pregnated with carbonate (10YR7/3.) of a fossil soil horizon.

Unil2. 4.0Q SAND, friable, fine to medium grained, bimodal. Course fraciion well rounded,
dominant colour tight brown (6YR5-5/6). Constitutes n single cross-bed set, with low angle
cross- bedding. Contact with underlying unit sharp, undulating, cuts well down into unit 1.

Patches of very irregular tuhules, nodules and cylindroids of gypsum occur at the top,

Unit 1. 8S SAND Medium grained, sub-rounded to well-rounded grains with very fine grained
angular proportion (bimodal). Numerous coloured grains, opaques and biotire present. SiJty
brown clay with gypsum forms pebble sized clasts, and elasts of underlying limy sandstone
arc present. Cross bed sets planar. 8-10 cm. Charopnytc oogonia very common, and fragmen-
tal vertebrate bones present. White colour, Lower contact erosional,— Discon!ormity—

MJLLYERA FORMATION
X I LIMY SANDSTONE. Very fine 10 medium grained moderately sotted dear-grained quartz sand
with 30-40% finely cryvlalline soft carbonate cement. Sand grains pitted or shiny, angular to sub-
TOimded. Some grains of feldspar and ferruginous sandstone, flakes of hematite. Thin section shows
carbonate has recryslallizcd inlo radiating spherules, resembling some groundwater carbonates,
i.fi SAND, SILT. Silt io fine sand, 1-5% day-carbonate matrix, forms strong cemeat by reason ot poor
sorting of framework grain*. Very pooiiy sorted with sub-rounded to very angular grains. FJard and
red-white mottled.

SUPPLEMENTARY SECTION, EURINILLA FORMATION
SF.CTION 8

Locality: CURNAMONA. Euunillct map sheets. Air photo ref : S. Ausl. DepL Land* Svy. J6L run ?;
photo no. 4396. The section is situated on the west side of liike Pinpa, approximately 50 m north ot the
only track crossing the Jake

Modern -sand dunes
0.0-4.0 SAND. Fine to medium grained, moderately sorted. 5YR5''8 Strongly erosional base.— Disconformity r

—

?COONARWNF FORMATION
0-50 SAND, Very fine to medium (averaging fine grained), poorly sorted, with sub-angular to sub-
rounded polished or frosted grains {4YR5/8). Erosional basal contact.
This anil may represent the Coonarbinc Formation. H forms the basis of the longitudinal dimes.

— Disconformity—
0.25 SAND. Very fine to fine, rather pooTly sorted, clayey. Grains irregular, subanguUii', rough. Colour
5YRJ/7, Soft Pfttcny carbonate well developed, with pipe like structure 5 cm diameter. This is a soil

borkoa. and has a similar development to those of the Furinilia Formation. The tithology is also simi-
lar but mere is a distinct contact at the base which appeared slightly crosiona!. The unit* may be part
of the EURINILLA FORMATION. — Disconformity?—
mJKINlLLA FORMATION
Unit 3, 1.00 SAND. Clayey, very fine to fine, poorly sorted. Angular to sub-rounded frosted and

coarsely pitted sand grains. Colour 3YR5/8. Well developed secondary carbonate profile*

constituting soft sandy pinkish white Kmc in lumps and cylindroids 1-S cm across which
weather out. In lower part of sequence fractured lamps 10-20 cm are common, The ca/-
hon>ite profiles form numerous layers, concentrated toward the top of the uajt, and represent
sod development (hence intermittent deposition is indicated).

Unit 2. 5.33 SAND. Poorly sorted silty, slightly clayey fine gTained, rounded (2 5YR4/8) Grades im-
perceptibly into oveilyioe unit.

UNNAMED CONGLOMtRATE~(?MrLr.YFRA FORMATION equivalent)
Until. OS Tnterbedded CONGLOMERATE. SAND and CLAY. Consist* of basal sand loosely

cemented with calcium carbonate, erws-bedded on medium scale. Micaceous. At the base of
this sand bed are granule size quart? {grey, clear, dark grey, yellow), pebble size clasis of
crey clay and subrounded calcareous orange-brown clay. Also tarj;c grains of bTown perthite
feldspar. Maximum grain size is 1.5 x 2 cm.


